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ABOUT SEPA
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educational nonprofit working to facilitate the utility 
industry’s transition to a clean energy future through 
education, research, standards and collaboration. 
SEPA offers a range of research initiatives and 
resources, as well as conferences, educational 
events and professional networking opportunities. 
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International and winner of the Keystone Policy 
Center’s 2016 Leadership in Energy Award. For 
more information, visit www.sepapower.org.
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Grid Management Working Group  
and the DERMS Task Force

The Grid Management Working Group is an 
industry collaborative bringing together technology 
and business leaders to discuss concepts and 
capabilities with the aim of framing requirements 

for the future of electric grid operations and 
controls. The DERMS Task Force was created to 
provide electric sector input and review the DERMS 
Requirements Document. 

About This Document
Facing an ever-increasing number of distributed 
energy resources (DERs) connected to the electric 
grid, a group of North American utilities decided 
to join together to develop a set of requirements 
and capabilities to operate the distribution system 
of the future. To that end, these utilities convened 
the Grid Management Working Group and 
began conducting meetings in January 2016 with 
coordination and moderation by the Smart Electric 
Power Alliance (SEPA). 

The Working Group is designed to harness the 
best thinking from utility stakeholders in order to 
develop a standard set of DERMS requirements for 

use within the electric utility industry. This work will 
enable DERMS vendors to focus on a common set 
of requirements that are applicable to the industry 
in order to minimize development risk. The results 
will also simplify the procurement process for 
electric utilities and other stakeholders seeking to 
implement these highly customized systems. 

The first work product, DERMS Requirements V1.0, 
was released in February of 2018. Efforts continued 
in 2018 under the direction of the DERMS Task 
Force, which included members from utilities, 
developers, and solution providers to review, 
provide input, and refine the DERMS requirements. 

How to Use this Document 
The DERMS Requirements document is intended 
to serve as a starting point for utilities interested 
in learning about or procuring a DERMS. The 
requirements are generic in nature (i.e., not 
specific to any individual utility company or vendor) 
and provide a foundation upon which a DERMS 
platform can be procured and implemented. It is 
expected that users of this document will need to 
make changes and additions to these foundational 
elements.

There has been a lack of agreement by industry 
stakeholders about DERMS functionality and 
concepts. Conflicting terms and definitions have 
created confusion. As such, the assumptions 
made, the terminology used, and the requirements 
presented in this document are the result of a 
best effort to attain consensus among the DERMS 
Task force members. A list of assumptions and 
descriptions of terminology can be found in the 
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glossary. A list of contributors can be found in the 
next section. 

The document contains 17 sections of requirements 
categorized by system functions. A spreadsheet 

containing the requirements can be found at  
https://sepapower.org/derms-requirements/

To submit feedback or learn more about this 
document or SEPA Working Groups, please contact 
Andrew Cotter at acotter@SEPApower.org.

A Special Thanks
SEPA would like to recognize the following 
organizations and the employees who initiated 
this effort and contributed to the creation of 
the DERMS requirements document: American 
Electric Power, Arizona Public Service, Avista Corp., 
Bonneville Power Administration, Commonwealth 
Edison, Duke Energy Corporation, Entergy Corp., 
Oncor Electric Delivery LLC., Orange and Rockland 
Utilities, Inc., Pacific Gas and Electric, Potomac 
Electric Power Company, Sacramento Municipal 
Utility District, San Diego Gas & Electric, Smart 
Electric Power Alliance, SoCo International plc., 
Southern California Edison, The Public Service 
Enterprise Group, Xcel Energy Inc. 

SEPA would also like to thank the 2018 DERMS 
Task Force participants for their input, review and 
contributions, which lead to the creation of DERMS 
requirements V2.0. This includes individuals at 
the following organizations: ABB Group, American 

Electric Power, Arizona Public Service, Avista 
Corp., BC Hydro and Power Authority, Black and 
Veatch Inc., Bonneville Power Administration, 
Burns & McDonnell Engineering Company Inc, 
Commonwealth Edison, DTE Energy, Ecobee, Electric 
Power Research Institute, Energy Hub Inc., Entergy 
Corp, Eonti Inc., ESTA International, Exelon Corp., 
Itron Inc., Leaptran Inc., Los Angeles Department 
of Water and Power, National Grid plc., National 
Institute of Standards and Technology, MultiSpeak, 
Omnetric Group, Oncor Electric Delivery LLC., Open 
Energy Solutions Inc., Open Systems International 
Inc., OpenADR Alliance, OpusOneSolutions Inc., 
Oracle Corp., Pacific Gas and Electric, Portland 
General Electric, PPL Electric Utilities, Siemens AG, 
Southern Company, Smart Electric Power Alliance, 
TerraSmart LLC., The Public Service Enterprise 
Group, Xanthus Consulting International Inc., and 
Xcel Energy Inc.

Glossary: Terminology and Assumptions
This document was written using the following 
terminology and assumptions. 

Distributed Energy Resource Management 
System (DERMS)—A DERMS is a hardware 
and software platform to monitor and control 
distributed energy resources (DER) in a manner 
that maintains or improves the reliability, efficiency, 
and overall performance of the electric distribution 
system. 

DERMS provides the following functions:

 n Aggregates individual DERs—from single assets 
to grid-wide resources—to enable simplified 
control, monitoring, and management. 

 n Provides simplified data presentation of the 
granular details of DER assets, such as settings 
and performance, and presents DER capabilities 

mailto:acotter%40SEPApower.org?subject=DERMS%20Requirements
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as grid-related services consistent with the 
distribution management system (DMS).

 n Automates individual and aggregated DERs by 
way of managing and coordinating settings and 
enacting DER response algorithms in conjunction 
with DMS requirements. 

 n Provides operational information for individual or 
aggregated DER assets to the DMS.

 n Provides forecasts of DERs. 

This document assumes that the DERMS would 
be able to operate in a distributed manner, as 
well as a centralized system, with key functionality 
determined by way of DERMS task force consensus. 

DERMS Architecture—This document assumes 
that the DERMS platform is implemented within 
a centralized architecture, a decentralized 
architecture, or a hybrid architecture with 
centralized and decentralized components. 

1. Centralized: Refers to a hardware-software 
platform in which the main logic, algorithms, 
and rules reside in one or more master 
processors in a central location, such as a main 
control building, service center, or other facility 
that is physically separate from the location 
of the DER assets. Note that the centralized 
architecture may include some components, 
such as communication facilities and hardware 
interfaces, that are in the field near the assets. 
However, the main logic always resides in a 
single, central location. 

2. Decentralized: Refers to a hardware-
software platform in which the main DERMS 
logic, algorithms, and business rules reside in 
multiple, smaller processors in the field near the 
DER assets themselves. With a decentralized 
architecture, there is no single master 
processor. This architecture is also referred to 
as a “distributed” architecture. Note that some 
components of the decentralized architecture, 
such as the display consoles used by the 
distribution system operator, may be in a  
central location.

3. Hybrid: Refers to a hardware-software platform 
in which the DERMS main logic is divided 
between processors located in central and field 
locations. With a hybrid architecture, there may 
or may not be a single master processor. 

DERMS Data Acquisition and Control—This 
document assumes that the DERMS includes 
facilities for data acquisition and control of DER 
assets. 

1. Data Acquisition: The DERMS shall include 
facilities for acquiring measurement data 
(current, voltage, frequency, etc.) and equipment 
status information (switch open or closed, asset 
in service or out of service, etc.) from the DER 
assets. These DERMS input data are referred to 
in this document as DER data points. It shall be 
possible to obtain measurements and status 
data points from individual DER assets and from 
an aggregated group of assets.

2. Control: The DERMS shall include facilities for 
controlling the output of the DER assets. DERMS 
shall be able to issue direct remote control 
commands (turn specified asset on or off, change 
operating mode of asset, e.g., charge or discharge 
for energy storage devices, raise or lower asset 
output, etc.) and to issue set-points used by the 
asset controllers for autonomous control. DERMS 
shall be able to issue direct remote control 
commands and setpoint controls to individual 
DER assets and to groups of DER assets, such as 
all assets managed by an aggregator.

The DERMS architecture may include a data 
concentrator or head-end processor for storing 
the most recent value of each DER data point and 
for handling pre-processing and filtering of data 
points flowing between DERMS and the DER assets. 
The DERMS head-end may be used to convert 
data point formats as needed to comply with 
communication protocol standards. 

Distribution Management System (DMS and 
ADMS)—A DMS, or an advanced DMS (ADMS), 
is a decision support system that is intended to 
assist the distribution system operators, engineers, 
technicians, managers, and other personnel 
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in monitoring, controlling, and optimizing the 
performance of the electric distribution system 
without jeopardizing the safety of the field 
workforce and the general public, and without 
jeopardizing the protection of electric distribution 
assets. 

Distributed Energy Resources (DERs)—
The DERMS document uses the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) definition for 
distributed energy resources:

A DER is a generation, storage, or controllable 
load connected at the low or medium voltage 
distribution level.

 n A DER may include associated protection, 
control, and monitoring capabilities, and 
may consist of aggregated DER units.

 n A DER may interact with area or local 
electric power systems (EPS) by providing 
energy through the EPS, by adapting their 
behavior based on EPS conditions, or 
by providing other EPS-related services 
for reasons of regulatory, contractual, or 
market compliance.

This document assumes DERs include generation 
technologies, energy storage technologies, and 
demand response applications and technologies. 

DER Controller—This document has adopted the 
term DER Controller as a generic component that 
regulates or directs the DERs’ operation. The DER 
controller, often referred to as an asset controller 
or a native device controller, allows the individual 
DER assets to operate autonomously using local 
measurements or controlled remotely via DERMS. 

Typically, the DER controller receives commands 
from the DERMS, converts the commands to 
the native language of the controlled DER asset, 
and passes the resulting control commands 
to the associated DER asset. This may be the 
inverter, another piece of hardware or software, 
or an intermediary coordination device managing 
individual or multiple DERs, a Battery Energy 
Storage System (BESS) which manages the 
operation of an energy storage system, for example.

DER Models/Profiles—This document assumes 
that the DERMS will be supported by data, 
communication and processing capabilities and 
models necessary to support the monitoring, 
forecasting, and control of DERs that the utility may 
not own or operate.

Energy Storage Models and Profiles—This 
document assumes the DERMS shall be able to 
determine the current status of all energy storage 
units that are available to operate in the DERMS 
area of service. At a minimum, current status for the 
energy storage units shall include: 

 n Operating status (charge, discharge, idle, other)

 n Operating mode (current source, voltage 
source, etc.)

 n State of Charge (available energy as a percentage 
of rated energy capacity)

 n Minimum allowable state of charge

 n Maximum allowable state of charge

 n Maximum ramp rate (kW/minute)

 n Energy storage schedule of operation (profile) 
showing the amount of charging or discharging 
during each operating interval (15 minutes to 
1 hour) for each day type (weekday, weekend, 
holiday)

 n Droop characteristics

 n Available capacity

Sections and Areas—This document uses 
the generic terms Control Zone or Areas of 
Responsibility (AOR), which can vary from an entire 
distribution system to individual DERs. These 
generic terms refer to the portion of the electric 
distribution system managed by a single distribution 
system operator.

Operational and non-Operational User—This 
document assumes that DERMS shall support the 
needs of both operational and non-operational 
users.

1. Operational Users: Operational users are those 
persons responsible for the day-to-day operation 
of the electric distribution system. They have 
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responsibilities for maintaining acceptable 
and safe conditions on the electric distribution 
system at all times. Operational users also 
include DER asset owners and aggregators that 
are interested in maintaining optimal levels of 
output from the assets they own in order to 
maximize revenues. 

2. Non-Operational Users: Non-operational 
DERMS users include electric utility distribution 
design engineers who are interested in 
predicting the output of the DER assets at future 
data for planning purposes. Non-operational 
users also include persons responsible for 
maintaining the DER assets and therefore are 
interested in receiving equipment performance 
data, diagnostic information, health indicators, 
equipment run times (primarily for AC 
generators), remaining asset life (primarily for 
energy storage assets), and other information 
needed to maintain the health of the DER assets 
and respond to indicators of asset conditions 
requiring attention.

Groups—User-defined collections of similar devices 
(organized by control zone, customer type, planning 
area, geography, DER type, load type, rate structure, 
or project for example) in which one operator action 
is used to perform the same operation at roughly 
the same time on all devices. Group functions 
include aggregated control, monitoring, forecasting 
and reporting. 

Aggregator—An entity that is completely 
independent of the electric utility that manages 
the operation of a group of DERs. Aggregators 
usually do not own and operate and actual DERs, 
but typically contract with DER asset owners for the 
purposes of supplying ancillary services (demand 
response, frequency regulation, etc.) to the local 
utility of regional operator. 

This document assumes the presence of third-
party aggregators as a functional elements of the 
distribution system. 

Transmission vs. Distribution Application—
This document is intended to describe a DERMS 
system for the management of DERs on the electric 

distribution system from the point of connection 
to the transmission or sub-transmission network 
down, including distribution substations, feeders, 
transformers, and secondary, low-voltage circuits 
down to customer meters. DERMS may also 
manage DERs that are installed on customer-owned 
premises behind the customer meter. 

This document assumes that DERMS support 
distribution systems operations. DERs connected to 
the transmission and sub-transmission portions of 
the power grid are beyond the intended scope of 
this document. 

Nameplate and Operational Information—
Nameplate information refers to the as-
manufactured design characteristics and 
capabilities of an asset. Nameplate information 
includes items such as rated voltage, internal 
impedance, maximum output capability, insulation 
level, and overvoltage capability of the specific asset. 

“Operational Information” includes items that 
describe the current and historical performance 
of installed and energized assets. Examples of 
operational data include actual voltage at the device 
terminals, current (ampere) measurements, real 
and reactive power input or output, actual device 
operating status, along with archived data pertaining 
to the historical performance of the asset. 

This document assumes that all data is operational 
information unless specifically stated otherwise. 

Load and Capacity—In cases where behind-
the-meter DERs exist, the meter readings may 
represent the energy supplied by the main grid, 
which is the difference between the total load at 
a metered location and the energy supplied by 
DERs located behind the meter. This difference is 
commonly referred to as the net load. 

This document assumes DERMS can break down 
net-load measurements into four separate 
components: gross, native load, gross system 
generation, and DER generation and load.

1. Gross Native Load represents the real and 
reactive power that is consumed by the electrical 
apparatus at a particular location. 
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2. Gross System Generation measures energy 
procured or generated by the utility without any 
power contributions from DERs. 

3. DER Generation measures energy produced 
by DERs including electric vehicles and energy 
storage. 

4. DER Load measures energy consumed by DERs 
including electric vehicles and energy storage. 

Time and Timing—This document uses 
Coordinated Universal Time (UTC) as the timing 
source, and assumes network synchronization 
within milliseconds of the UTC. 

 n Real-time: Refers to continuously updating 
(dynamic) processes and measurements that 
represent the current status of the electric 
system and individual assets. Typically, real-
time data is no more than 5 minutes old. Real-
time information is essential for processes 
that require immediate response by device 
controllers or system operators.

 n Near-real time: Refers to information that 
represents the current state of assets but is 
updated less frequently than real-time data. 
Typically, near-real-time information is updated 
once every 15 minutes or longer. Near-real-
time information is typically used for processes 
that must be monitored for performance 
and efficiency purposes, but do not require 
immediate actions when data excursions occur.

 n Historical: Refers to non-updating information 
that represents the status and performance of 
the asset in question at some time in the past. 
Historical information is commonly used for 
conducting studies of past events.

Topology—The topology of the electric distribution 
system is its basic structure. It defines how electric 
system devices are connected to one another. Most 
distribution feeders have a radial topology, meaning 
that there is only one electrical path from any point 
on the feeder to any other point on the feeder. 
However, it is possible for some distribution feeders 
to have a network, or looped, topology in which 

there may be multiple, separate paths from one 
point on the feeder to another. 

Constraint Management—DERMS uses this term 
to describe methods of operating DERs in a manner 
that limits energy production, or other capabilities, 
to avoid grid performance issues, such as a system 
overload, high and low voltage, or voltage quality 
problems. This can be done by establishing settings 
and configuration for autonomous asset control or 
direct control. 

Planned Randomization Factor—A form of 
constraint management that implements commands 
as a series of small steps in a randomized manner 
to avoid large step changes that can produce power 
quality problems on the grid. 

Cybersecurity—In general DERMS shall follow the 
three pillars of security: confidentiality, integrity, and 
availability. 

This document assumes:

1. The overall system meets basic cyber and cyber-
physical security standards, and that the user is 
responsible for understanding the security risks 
and impact of implementing a DERMS. 

2. The DERMS vendor shall provide details 
regarding compliance with the relevant 
communications and cybersecurity standards for 
their product and systems.

3. Communication standards or protocols that are 
used will be implemented with all associated 
cyber security controls and technologies and are 
to be NERC CIP—compliant. 

4. Data models or standards that are used will be 
implemented with all associated cybersecurity 
controls and technologies. 

5. The DERMS shall include a “demilitarized zone” 
(DMZ) that is intended to function as a buffer 
zone between the public internet and the 
organizational network. Deploying the DMZ 
between two firewalls means that all inbound 
network packets are screened using a firewall or 
other security appliance before they arrive at the 
servers the organization hosts in the DMZ.
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Business Rules and Contracts—This document 
assumes that DERMS is able to set operational 
parameters or constraints for one or more DERs 
based on established contracts, such as an 
interconnection agreement or a Power Purchase 
Agreement (PPA). 

Standards—Standards referenced in this 
document assume the language concurrent to the 
publication date of this document. These standards 
may change; users of this document should review 
all standards listed before inclusion into an RFP. 

Glossary: Acronyms and Definitions
ACRONYM DESCRIPTION

UI User Interface—The UI requirements govern the ability of the user to see, view and work with DER 
devices.

REP Reporting—The REP requirements govern creation and production of system reports.

CFG Configuration—The CFG requirements govern how the system and interactions with DERs can be 
configured.

CON Controls—The CON requirements govern how system parameters can be set for control.

DTC Dynamic Topology Changes—The DTC requirements govern how the system should be able to 
respond to circuit changes.

DCM Contract Management—The DCM requirements govern how the system should support 
interconnection agreement records.

EBR Energy Business Rules—The EBR requirements govern how the system should support 
configuration of business rules.

HST Historian—The HST requirements govern how the system archives data.

CMS Constraint Management—The CMS requirements govern how the system should be configured to 
respond to constraints.

FOR Forecasting—The FOR requirements govern how the system should be configured to produce 
forecasts.

TST Testing—The TST requirements define how the system and its components should be tested before 
installation and in the field with actual devices connected.

SSI System-to-System Integration—The SSI requirements govern the requirements related to the 
integration of system interfaces.

SEC Cybersecurity—The SEC requirements govern the system’s cybersecurity requirements.

HRD Highly Resilient Design—The HRD requirements define system resiliency requirements.

SCL Scalability—The SCL requirements define system scalability requirements.

MNT Maintainability—The MNT requirements define system maintenance requirements.

CIT Common Information Technology Services—The CIT requirements define system IT specifications, 
operations and maintenance requirements.
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AA-BANK Refers to bulk transmission (500 kV) substations

A-BANK Refers to transmission (220 kV) and subtransmission (66kV) substations

ADMS

Advanced Distribution Management Systems are computer systems used by distribution system 
operators to monitor the status of all devices on the electric distribution grid and to control these 
devices in a well-coordinated manner for optimal performance, reliability and efficiency. The 
ADMS includes distribution SCADA capabilities plus outage management software and advanced 
distribution system software applications, such as OPF, VVO, FLISR, and, in some cases DERMS.

AMI
Advanced Meter Infrastructure is an integrated system of smart meters, communications networks, 
and data management systems that enables two-way communication between utilities and 
customers.

API Application Program Interface

APPLICATION Software solution typically used by operations, engineering, planning, field personnel, as well as 
other end users

B-BANK Refers to distribution substations

CIM
The Common Information Model is a large body of standards published by the International 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) specifying data exchange messages and protocols for the 
electrical industry.

CIP
Critical Infrastructure Protection is a concept that relates to the preparedness and response to 
serious incidents that involve the critical infrastructure (including the electric power grid) of a region 
or nation.

COTS Commercial Off-the-Shelf, a reference to a type of software package that is ready-made for use and 
available for sale to the general public

CPUC California Public Utility Commission

COMPONENT An individual software module or hardware device that is interconnected with a group of other 
items to form a system

CSP Common Substation Platform

DER A DER is a generator, energy storage device, or controllable load connected at the secondary (low) 
voltage level or the primary (medium) voltage distribution level.

DMS
A Distribution Management System is a computer system that includes distribution SCADA facilities 
plus elementary support functions for monitoring and control, such as alarming and user interface. 
The DMS typically does not include advanced applications, such as OPF, outage management, VVO 
and FLISR.

DMZ Demilitarized Zone—a buffer zone between the public internet and the organizational network

DR Demand Response

FAN Field Area Network
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GIPT Grid Interconnection Processing Tool

HA High Availability

ICCP Inter-Control Center Communications Protocol

IR Interconnection Request

LTPT Long-Term Planning Tool

NERC North American Electric Reliability Corporation

OPF Operational Power Flow software that provides analysis of real and reactive power flow, including 
voltage and voltage angles in the electric grid

PDF Adobe Portable Document Format

PV Photovoltaic

REAL-TIME Data with a SCADA refresh rate of four seconds or faster

RFP Request for Proposal

RFI Request for Information

ROLE
A role is defined as a group of individuals within an organization having similar responsibilities 
working for a common purpose. In computer systems security, role-based access control (RBAC) or 
role-based security is an approach to restricting system access to authorized users.

UTILITY Electric utility operating company for a geographic service territory

SERVICE Software which provides capabilities to an end user with the application hosted by a third-party 
provider or from an external, remote source

SoS System of Systems

SOW Statement of Work

TAGS
Tags convery warning indications that special operating conditions currently exist on the 
associated power apparatus due to maintenance activities or other abnormal conditions.  
For example, a “Do Not Operate” (DNO) tag on a high-voltage switch indicates that the switch 
should not be opened or closed while the tag is in place.

T&D Transmission and Distribution

VENDOR An organization responding to an RFI or RFP
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DERMS Requirements 

SECTION 1: USER INTERFACE
The UI requirements govern the ability of the user to see, view and work with DER devices.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-UI-001 General User Interface

DER-UI-001-001 DERMS shall display DER devices per user role. DER information shall be accessible only by 
personnel who are authorized to view information about the DER(s) in question.

DER-UI-001-002 DERMS shall enable the control of the DER per user role. A user role defines permissions for 
users to perform a group of tasks.

DER-UI-001-003
DERMS shall include convenient mechanisms for viewing real-time, historical, and forecasted 
information, alarms and events, reports and logs, and other information about the DERs and 
for interacting with the DERMS application functions.

DER-UI-001-004
The DERMS user interface shall enable authorized users to control the DER assets for 
devices on which such control actions are permitted by initiating direct control commands, 
downloading set-points and characteristic curves for autonomous control and other such 
control functions. 

DER-UI-001-005 The DERMS user interface shall allow users to develop and maintain a high level of real-time 
awareness of the state of the DERs connected to the electrical network under their control.

DER-UI-001-006
The DERMS user interface shall enable users to view information about an individual DER or 
specified groupings of DERs—all DERs on a feeder or substation, all DERs in a specified area of 
responsibility, etc.

DER-UI-001-007 The DERMS user interface shall allow users to work at a very detailed level in performing 
specific operations on individual DER objects (generator, energy storage, controllable load).

DER-UI-002 Operational User Interface

DER-UI-002-001 The DERMS Operational User Interface shall include tabular lists that display dynamic real-time 
information and static (non-updating) information about selected DER asets in column format.

DER-UI-002-002
Operational tabular lists shall include DER asset type, DER identifier, current operational state, 
real-time electrical conditions, available capacity, forecasted capabilities, and other dynamically 
updating and status information pertaining to the selected DERs. 

DER-UI-002-003

The Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per: 
a. Distribution Transformer
b. Circuit Section (portion of a distribution feeder between two nodes on a circuit)
c. B-Bank
d. Substation
e. Specified range of LMP (Locational Marginal Price)
f. A-Station
g. Type of DER (generator, energy storage device, controllable load).
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REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-UI-002-004
The Operational User Interface shall display all active DERs in the system. The list of active 
devices shall include DERs that are currently in service, connected to the grid, either currently 
supplying or consuming real and reactive power, and are currently controllable by DERMS.

DER-UI-002-005 The Operational User Interface shall display DER multi-state status as available in device 
capabilities.

DER-UI-002-006 The Operational User Interface shall display DER measurement data as available in device 
capabilities.

DER-UI-002-007 The Operational User Interface shall display DER setting data as available in device capabilities.

DER-UI-002-008 The Operational User Interface shall display DER nameplate data.

DER-UI-002-009 The Operational User Interface shall display DER tags.

DER-UI-002-010
The Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per group, where 
group is defined as a collection of similar field devices with which one operator action is used 
to perform the same operation on all devices in parallel.

DER-UI-002-011

The Operational User Interface shall be able to control DER devices in a tabular list per: 
a. Distribution transformer
b. Circuit
c. B-Bank
d. Substation
e. Specified range of LMP (Locational Marginal Price)
f. A-Station
g. Type of DER
h. Group

DER-UI-002-012 The Operational User Interface shall be able to control an individual DER Device.

DER-UI-002-013 The Operational User Interface shall be able to modify DER settings per device.

DER-UI-002-014 The Operational User Interface shall be able to modify DER settings per group.

DER-UI-002-015
The Operational User Interface shall enable the user to display DER data on a one-line diagram 
with dynamic symbols representing devices and line segments. The presentation shall be 
schematic or geographic. Graphical displays shall be dynamic and operable.

DER-UI-002-016
The DERMS Operational User Interface shall include trend displays that provide the capability 
to view telemetered and calculated real-time, historical or forecast data for selected DERs 
plotted against time in a horizontally or vertically oriented graph. 

DER-UI-003 Non-Operational User Interface

DER-UI-003-001 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per distribution 
transformer.

DER-UI-003-002 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per circuit 
section.

DER-UI-003-003 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per circuit.

DER-UI-003-004 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per B-Bank.
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DER-UI-003-005 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per substation.

DER-UI-003-006 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per LMP 
(Locational Marginal Price).

DER-UI-003-007 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per A-Station.

DER-UI-003-008 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per type of DER.

DER-UI-003-009 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER multi-state status as available in device 
capabilities.

DER-UI-003-010 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER measurement data as available in device 
capabilities.

DER-UI-003-011 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER setting data as available in device 
capabilities.

DER-UI-003-012 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER nameplate data.

DER-UI-003-013 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER tags.

DER-UI-003-014 The Non-Operational User Interface shall display DER devices in a tabular list per group.

DER-UI-004 Dashboards Displays

DER-UI-004-001
DERMS shall include dynamic dashboard displays that provide users with a concise overview 
of the DERs, such as current DER output level and current capacity of available DERs by type—
solar or wind generation, gas-power generators, storage, controllable load—as well as DER 
output forecast, historical trends in DER output, and other such information. 

DER-UI-004-002 DERMS dynamic dashboard displays containing a combination of numerical, textual and 
graphical information from different sources. 

DER-UI-004-003 DERMS dashboard displays shall be configurable by users. Users shall have the capability to 
define, save and name a dashboard and selectively share it with other users.

DER-UI-004-004 Dashboard displays shall be configurable via drag-and-drop from any existing graphical, tabular 
or trend displays, and usage of predefined widgets.

DER-UI-004-005
The DERMS dashboard displays shall enable the user to view infomration about an individual 
DER, as well as specified groups of DERs, such as DERs on a given feeder or substation; a 
specified area of responsibility, a selected aggregator, or other such grouping. 

DER-UI-004-006 DERMS shall indicate where multiple tags are associated with the device. 

DER-UI-005 Energy Usage Real-Time Display

DER-UI-005-001
DERMS shall report a breakdown of net load components that will include a separation of 
(1) real-time, gross system generation; (2) real-time load; (3) net load and generation of the 
system. 

DER-UI-005-002
As permitted, DERMS shall provide real-time visibility by (1) type, e.g., storage, generation, 
demand response, etc.; (2) location, e.g., geographic and customer type; and (3) generation and 
load of DERs including electric vehicles and energy storage. 

DER-UI-005-003 DERMS shall provide the ability to track energy not produced, for example curtailment of 
distributed generation.
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DER-UI-005-004 DERMS shall provide the ability to track energy storage performance against defined 
schedules.

DER-UI-006 Display of SCADA Data Processing Functions

DER-UI-006-001 DERMS shall provide the ability to support operating limits based on nameplate data. 

DER-UI-006-002 DERMS shall provide the ability to report any change of state by comparing the status value 
acquired with the state currently resident in the database.

DER-UI-006-003
DERMS shall provide the ability for status data to be converted to a meaningful state. For 
example, if the device is in binary state “0,” DERMS shall display the English language descriptor 
“OPEN.” If binary state is “1,” the descriptor shall be “CLOSED.”

DER-UI-006-004 DERMS shall provide the ability to report spontaneous changes in state, i.e., changes not the 
direct result of a supervisory control action, as alarms. 

DER-UI-006-005 DERMS shall provide the ability to report changes in state that are the direct result of a 
supervisory control action as events. 

DER-UI-006-006
DERMS shall provide the ability for all analog points that are off-normal to be included in an 
off-normal summary display. If the normal state of device is “IN SERVICE,” all associated analog 
measurements should be displayed as “OFF NORMAL” if the device’s state changes to “NOT IN 
SERVICE.”

DER-UI-006-007
DERMS shall provide the ability to generate a return-to-normal alarm whenever a monitored 
point crosses a limit in a direction towards its normal range. DERMS shall support alarm limit 
deadband to prevent repeated cycling between alarm states when small changes in analog 
measurements occur.

DER-UI-006-008 DERMS shall provide the ability to support at least two-state definitions, including open/closed, 
trip/close, on/off, alarm/normal, auto/manual, and remote/local.

DER-UI-006-009
DERMS shall provide the ability to designate one of the states of each status point as its normal 
state. The designation shall be made individually for each point. It shall also be possible to 
define a point as having no normal state. 

DER-UI-006-010 DERMS shall provide the ability to support three-state point definitions, including open/closed/
in-transit and remote/local/automatic.

DER-UI-006-011
DERMS shall provide the ability to apply deadbands to each of the limits to derive the return-
to-normal level so that repeated alarming does not occur when the value of a point repeatedly 
crosses a limit. The user shall be able to specify a unique deadband for each analog point.

DER-UI-006-012 DERMS shall provide the ability to generate an alarm each time an analog point crosses an 
operational limit with due consideration of alarm limit deadbands.

DER-UI-006-013 DERMS shall provide a mechanism for authorized users to acknowledge receipt of alarm 
messages. Acknowledgement actions shall be recorded for audit purposes.

DER-UI-006-014 DERMS shall provide the ability to generate a limit-violation alarm whenever an analog value 
crosses a limit in a direction away from its normal range.

DER-UI-006-015 DERMS shall provide the ability for non-telemetered points to be be marked with a non-
telemetered quality code. 

DER-UI-006-016

DERMS shall provide the ability to support non-telemetered data, e.g., data in the database will 
not be updated from data sources but will be manually entered by users. These data points 
shall include analog, accumulator, and status points. Data points with manually entered values 
or states shall have a suitable quality code to distinguish them from dynamically updating 
points.
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DER-UI-006-017 DERMS shall provide the ability to generate event messages for each change made to a non-
telemetered value. 

DER-UI-006-018 DERMS shall provide the ability for non-telemetered points to be otherwise indistinguishable 
from telemetered or calculated points. 

DER-UI-006-019 DERMS shall provide the ability to perform the calculations performed periodically. The 
periodicity of calculations shall be user-assigned on a per-point basis. 

DER-UI-006-020
DERMS shall provide the ability for all analog points to be compared against operating 
limits that define various operating ranges for the point. Pairs of high and low limits shall be 
supported for each point.

DER-UI-006-021 DERMS shall provide the ability to remove the reasonability violation quality code when the 
data returns to a reasonable value.

DER-UI-006-022 DERMS shall provide the ability to support status data, e.g., representation of a discrete or 
state value.

DER-UI-006-023 DERMS shall provide the ability to support analog data. e.g., representation of a continuously 
variable, real value.

DER-UI-006-024
DERMS shall provide the ability to support various types of data processing, e.g., data quality, 
analog data, status data, sequence-of-events data, non-telemetered data, calculated data, 
redundant data, accumulator data, octet data, metadata (string) data.

DER-UI-006-025 DERMS shall provide the ability to support quality codes. Quality codes are attributes of 
database points that identify some conditions affecting a database point. 

DER-UI-006-026 DERMS shall provide the ability to support quality codes for calculated data.

DER-UI-006-027 DERMS shall provide the ability for quality codes to be accessible from the database as another 
data item. 

DER-UI-006-028 DERMS shall provide the ability to compare analog points against high and low reasonability 
limits each time they are processed. 

DER-UI-006-029 DERMS shall provide the ability to generate a return-to-normal alarm when the data point 
returns to a reasonable, accepted value.

DER-UI-006-030
DERMS shall provide the ability for the most severe code to be presented on a display or 
report. However, it shall be possible to access and present the most severe code and all codes 
individually. 

DER-UI-006-031 DERMS shall provide the ability to generate an alarm when reasonability-limit violations are 
detected. 

DER-UI-006-032
DERMS shall provide the ability for each quality code to be set or reset independently of all 
other codes. Thus, the number of possible combinations of quality codes for a given point shall 
be 2n, where n is the number of codes or attributes. 

DER-UI-006-033 DERMS shall provide the ability to support reasonability checking of analog data prior to 
storage in the system.

DER-UI-006-034
DERMS shall provide the ability to support invalid or bad data quality codes, when applied. 
Bad data quality codes are defined as acquisition suspended or scan inhibited, calculation 
suspended, telemetry fail, reasonability violation, or inconsistent result. 

DER-UI-006-035 DERMS shall provide the ability to support limit checking of analog data prior to storage in the 
system.

DER-UI-006-036 DERMS shall provide the ability to mark the value with a reasonability violation quality code, 
and the value shall be processed as for a telemetry failure. 
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SECTION 2: REPORTING
The REP reporting requirements govern creation and production of system reports.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-REP-001 Reporting DER Capacity at Various Levels of the System

DER-REP-001-001 DERMS shall report the total DER Resources Capacity Available at various levels within the 
distribution system including at the A Bank level.

DER-REP-001-002 DERMS shall report the total DER Resources Capacity Available at various levels within the 
distribution system including at the B Bank level.

DER-REP-001-003 DERMS shall report the total DER Resources Capacity Available at various levels or control 
zones within the distribution system, including at the feeder level.

DER-REP-001-004 DERMS shall report the total DER Resources Capacity Available at various levels within the 
distribution system, including for the entire system.

DER-REP-001-005 DERMS shall report capacity by aggregator.

DER-REP-001-006 DERMS shall report the total DER Resources Capacity Available at LMP (Locational Marginal 
Price) nodes.

DER-REP-002 Reporting Contractual Compliance

DER-REP-002-001 If a contract was terminated, DERMS shall be able to monitor to see if the DER is still 
generating.

DER-REP-002-002 DERMS shall provide the ability to track performance of DERs.

DER-REP-003 Reporting for Official Documentation

DER-REP-003-001 DERMS shall provide automatic updates of applicable System Operating Bulletins.

DER-REP-003-002 DERMS shall provide automatic updates of applicable System Operation & Maintenance 
Policies and Procedures.

DER-REP-004 Report Configuration Parameter Compliance

DER-REP-004-001 DERMS shall be able to monitor randomization factor to see if it complies.

DER-REP-004-002 DERMS shall be able to report short circuit contributions from each DER which falls outside 
of the inverter ratings.

DER-REP-005 Ad Hoc Reporting

DER-REP-005-001
DERMS users shall be able to create reports that include real-time and historical data, and 
display or print those reports. It shall be possible to produce one-time on-demand reports, 
as well as periodic reports that are produced automatically at user-specified intervals. 

DER-REP-005-002 DERMS shall be able to retrieve logs from any DER controller that can comply with such a 
setting.

DER-REP-005-003
DERMS shall be able to retrieve the stored list of events from any DER controller that can 
comply with such a setting. At a minimum, events shall include change of DER operating 
status or setting, DER diagnostic check failure, DER component alarms, and other such 
incidents.
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DER-REP-005-004
DERMS shall be able to retrieve a list of events from any DER controller that can comply. At 
a minimum, events shall include change of DER operating status or setting, DER diagnostic 
check failure, DER component alarms, and other such incidents.

DER-REP-005-005
DERMS shall provide the ability to request a pre-defined set of status information from any 
individual DER asset or aggregated group of DER assets that can comply, e.g., status values, 
quality flag, time-stamp of status.

SECTION 3: CONFIGURATION
The CFG requirements govern how the system and its interactions with DERs can be configured.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-CFG-001 Discovery of Individual DERs

DER-CFG-001-001 DERMS shall be able to import CSV and XML files.

DER-CFG-001-002 DERMS shall be able to establish connectivity to DER in XML Configuration file.

DER-CFG-001-003 DERMS shall be able to determine whether a DER is existing or new.

DER-CFG-001-004 DERMS shall be able to flag DER for configuration changes based on DER XML config file.

DER-CFG-002 Configuration of Individual DERs

DER-CFG-002-001 DERMS shall be able to support IEEE 2030.5 services for retrieving inverter data.

DER-CFG-002-002 DERMS shall be able to support IEEE 2030.5 services for setting data values.

DER-CFG-002-003 DERMS shall be able to support IEEE 2030.5 services for retrieving notifications.

DER-CFG-002-004 DERMS shall be able to support IEEE 2030.5 services for updating groups of DERs.

DER-CFG-002-005 DERMS shall be able to establish the randomization factor for interconnection reconnections. 

DER-CFG-002-006 DERMS shall be able to identify DERs participating in a market.

DER-CFG-002-007 DERMS shall be able to be configured to forecst using weather-service data.

DER-CFG-002-008 DERMS shall be able to produce forecasts using market prices as input.

DER-CFG-003 Support of Industry DER standards

DER-CFG-003-001 DERMS shall be able to support CPUC’s recommended smart inverter Phase 1 capabilities.  
See http://www.energy.ca.gov/electricity_analysis/rule21/ 

DER-CFG-003-002 DERMS shall be able to support CPUC’s recommended smart inverter Phase 2 capabilities.  
See http://www.energy.ca.gov/electricity_analysis/rule21/ 

DER-CFG-003-003 DERMS shall be able to support CPUC’s recommended smart inverter Phase 3 capabilities.  
See http://www.energy.ca.gov/electricity_analysis/rule21/ 

http://www.energy.ca.gov/electricity_analysis/rule21/ 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/electricity_analysis/rule21/ 
http://www.energy.ca.gov/electricity_analysis/rule21/ 
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DER-CFG-003-004 DERMS shall be able to exchange data with DERs per the Logical Nodes, Data Objects, and 
Common Data Classes in IEC 61850-7-420 Edition 1 information model.

DER-CFG-003-005 DERMS shall be able to exchange data with DERs per the Logical Nodes, Data Objects, and 
Common Data Classes in IEC 61850-7-420 Edition 2 information model.

DER-CFG-003-006 DERMS shall be able to configure DER per IEEE 2030.5-2013 - IEEE Adoption of Smart Energy 
Profile 2.0 Application Protocol Standard.

DER-CFG-003-007 DERMS shall support the functional and interoperability requirements of IEEE 1547-2018, 
including interactions with DER in conformance with IEEE 1547.1 testing requirements.

DER-CFG-004 Configuration of New Aggregators

DER-CFG-004-001 DERMS shall be able to establish application level protocol for each aggregator.

DER-CFG-004-002 DERMS shall be able to establish transport level protocol for each aggregator.

DER-CFG-004-003 DERMS shall be able to support centralized key management.

DER-CFG-004-004 DERMS shall be able to support certificate authorities.

DER-CFG-004-005 DERMS shall be able to support cybersecurity management procedures.

DER-CFG-004-006 DERMS must able to accept configurable aggregation rules, e.g., some won’t go to individual 
user level whereas others may. 

DER-CFG-005 Schedule Modes of Operations

DER-CFG-005-001 DERMS shall be able to configure 24-hour schedules for modes of operations.

DER-CFG-005-002 DERMS shall be able to configure schedules per energy storage resource for one year.

DER-CFG-005-003 DERMS shall be able to upload schedules to an individual energy storage resource.

DER-CFG-005-004 DERMS shall be able to confirm current schedule.

DER-CFG-006 Import Information from External Systems 

DER-CFG-006-001 DERMS shall be able to import California Energy Commission—AC nameplate data from an 
external system.

DER-CFG-006-002 DERMS shall be able to import nameplate data and summary nameplate data from individual 
and aggregated DERs. 

DER-CFG-006-003 DERMS shall be able to import operating power factor requirements from technical studies 
(written in contract).

DER-CFG-006-004 DERMS shall be able to import operating voltages from Electric Rule 2.

DER-CFG-006-005 DERMS shall be able to import ramp rates determined by technical studies, e.g., regulate ramp 
rate to 10 percent of total, gross AC inverter nameplate capacity per minute.

DER-CFG-006-006 DERMS shall be able to import unconstrained energy storage.

DER-CFG-006-007 DERMS shall be able to import constrained energy storage, i.e., with limitations on charging and 
discharging limitations.
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DER-CFG-006-008 DERMS shall be able to import limitations of charging and discharging for any type of DER.

DER-CFG-006-009 DERMS shall be able to support power quality requirements. 

DER-CFG-006-010 DERMS shall be able to import an XML-formatted file to support DER configuration. 

DER-CFG-007 DER Model Consumption and Storage Information

DER-CFG-007-001 DERMS shall be able to inport data from GIS systems.

DER-CFG-007-002 DERMS shall be able to allocate phasing identification to each DER.

DER-CFG-007-003 DERMS shall be able to allocate grid interconnection process, staging information to each DER.

DER-CFG-007-004 DERMS shall be able to store individual DER controller information.

DER-CFG-007-005 DERMS shall be able to allocate DERs to distribution transformers.

DER-CFG-007-006 DERMS shall be able to support DER nameplate and installation information from a 
configuration standpoint, e.g., azimuth, longitude, installation angle, or percentage of shading. 

DER-CFG-007-007 DERMS shall be able to support DER load models or profiles.

DER-CFG-007-008 DERMS shall be able to support DER generation models or profiles.

DER-CFG-007-009 DERMS shall be able to support DER load control models or profiles.

DER-CFG-007-010 DERMS shall be able to support various types of load models, including constant power, 
constant current, constant impedance, and voltage-dependent.

DER-CFG-007-011 DERMS shall be able to support DER energy storage models or profiles, such as charge-
discharge profiles.

SECTION 4: CONTROLS
The CON requirements govern how the system can set parameters for control.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-CON-001 Control and Monitoring of DERs  

DER-CON-001-001
DERMS shall be able to instruct specific individual energy storage devices, or specified 
groups of energy storage devices, such as all energy storage devices managed by a specified 
aggregator or all storage devices in a specified region, to begin discharging a user-specified 
amount of energy for a specified time period based on user configuration.

DER-CON-001-002

DERMS shall be able to instruct specific individual energy storage devices, or specified 
groups of energy storage devices, such as all energy storage devices managed by a specified 
aggregator or all storage devices in a specified region, to begin discharging energy based on 
conditional rule-sets that use local measurements. An example would be, “If voltage at DER 
terminals is less than xxx volts, then begin discharging, else do not begin discharging.” 

DER-CON-001-003 DERMS shall be able to disable ES devices and bring them offline.
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DER-CON-001-004 DERMS shall be able to enable ES devices and bring them online.

DER-CON-001-005 DERMS shall be able to instruct energy storage devices to enable based on conditional rule-
sets, such as, “Go online if terminal voltage is less than 1.0 pu.”

DER-CON-001-006
DERMS shall be able to determine if an energy storage (ES) device is in a normal or abnormal 
state, either by initiating a diagnostic health check for the ES device or by analyzing the current 
set of operating alarms for the device.

DER-CON-001-007
The DERMS operator shall be able to switch individual DER resources or aggregated 
groups of DERs from autonomous control to local or remote manual control based on local 
measurements.

DER-CON-001-008
DERMS shall be able to direct ES devices to instruct energy storage devices to begin storing 
energy (charge), based on conditional rule-sets. For example, “If ES state-of-charge is less than 
maximum state-of-charge then begin charging, else do not begin charging.” 

DER-CON-001-009
DERMS shall be able to download a schedule to an individual ES device or a specified group of 
ES devices that includes (1) charging and discharging start and stop times, (2) power factor, and 
(3) energy, in kWh, for example.

DER-CON-001-010
DERMS shall provide the ability for DER systems to be interconnected to the grid with preset 
limits of real power input, output and reactive power input, or output to be measured at the 
connection point.

DER-CON-001-011 DERMS shall be able to determine the state of charge and time to full charge or full discharge 
of any individual ES device or aggregated group of ES devices.

DER-CON-001-012 DERMS shall be able to monitor the local instantaneous voltage and current of each phase a 
DER is attached to.

DER-CON-001-013 DERMS shall be able to determine the current capability and derate individual DERs or 
aggregated groups of DERs.

DER-CON-001-014 DERMS shall be able to determine which individual DERs and DER aggregators are available to 
receive control instructions.

DER-CON-001-015
DERMS shall be able to view real-time information for individual DERs or aggregated groups 
of DERs by (1) type, e.g., storage, generation, demand response, etc; and by (2) location, e.g., 
geographic and customer type; and (3) generation and load of DERs and groups of DERs.

DER-CON-002 Immediate Control and Mode Management of DER Controllers

DER-CON-002-001 DERMS shall be able to set a power angle in any device that can comply with a power angle 
setting.

DER-CON-002-002 DERMS shall be able to modify the voltage reference value for inverter-based systems or in any 
DER controller that can comply with such settings.

DER-CON-002-003 DERMS shall be able to set a schedule for operational VAR limits and settings for any DER asset 
that can comply with such a schedule.

DER-CON-002-004 DERMS shall shall be able to modify maximum volt-amp limits and settings to any DER asset 
that can comply with such a setting.

DER-CON-002-005 DERMS shall be able to invoke inverter modes through scheduling and other criteria, as 
specified by user, to any DER controller that can comply with such a setting.

DER-CON-002-006 DERMS shall be able to modify maximum watts settings to inverter-based systems, or to DER  
controllers that can comply with such a setting.
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DER-CON-002-007
DERMS shall be able to dispatch/broadcast randomized response times for any device or DER 
controller that can comply with such a setting. Randomized response times shall be used to 
apply random delay times to each DER control action to prevent large step changes in DER 
output at any given time.

DER-CON-002-008 DERMS shall be able to issue control commands or change management modes for any device 
or DER controller that can comply with such a setting

DER-CON-002-009 DERMS shall be able to send volt/VAR curve set points (curve break points) to the DER control 
system of any DER asset that can comply with such setting.

DER-CON-002-010
DERMS shall be able to control inverters by sending a voltage deadband to DER controllers that 
can comply with such a setting. Such settings shall be used to control the DER asset’s sensitivity 
to small changes in grid voltage.

DER-CON-002-011
DERMS shall be able to send a command to raise or lower the maximum real and reactive 
power output of individual distributed generators or aggregated groups of distributed 
generators.

DER-CON-002-012
DERMS shallbe ability to invoke control modes through a multicast to any DER control systems 
or aggregated group of DER constrol systems in a selected control zone. A control zone may 
be an individual feeder, an entire substation, an area of responsibility, or other geographically 
limited region.

DER-CON-002-013 DERMS shall be able to monitor circuit loading conditions. 

DER-CON-002-014 DERMS shall also be able to optimize circuit conditions using DERs by peak-demand reduction, 
energy conservation, and reduction of electric losses.

DER-CON-002-015 DERMS shall provide the ability to invoke inverter modes, as specified by user, through a 
broadcast to all inverter-based systems in a selected control zone.

DER-CON-002-016 DERMS shall be ability to invoke control modes, as specified by user, through a direct request 
to a specific individual DER asset or aggregated group of DER asset control systems.

DER-CON-002-017 DERMS shall be able to request the status of any DER control system that can comply.

DER-CON-002-018 DERMS shall be able to dispatch a command to adjust the power factor of any DER control 
system or aggregated group of DER assets that can comply.

DER-CON-002-019 DERMS shall be able to modify the active and reactive power ramp rate, within specified limits, 
of any individual DER control system or aggregate group of DER assets that can comply.

DER-CON-002-020 DERMS shall be ability to dispatch a command to disconnect DER control systems from the 
grid, cease to inject energy into the grid, or cease to draw energy from the grid.

DER-CON-002-021 DERMS shall be ability to dispatch a command to DER control systems to connect to the grid, 
inject energy into the grid, or draw energy from the grid.

DER-CON-002-022
DERMS shall provide the ability to identify and change the operating quadrant of DER control 
systems or devices that can comply. Examples include: leading or lagging, injecting vs absorbing 
VARs, and consuming or supplying active power.

DER-CON-002-023 DERMS shall be able to control DER controllers by sending a voltage reference.

DER-CON-002-024 DERMS shall be able to modify the power factor sign convention to any DER controller that can 
comply.

DER-CON-002-025 DERMS shall be able to dispatch a command to any DER controller to increase power output by 
a user-specified amount, e.g., in kW. 
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DER-CON-002-026
DERMS vendors should document, as applicable, DERMS ability to optimize a DMS-issued 
command for a group of DERs. For example, documenting how a DERMS can coordinate 
energy storage charging and discharging schedules with curtailment of distributed generation 
in order to adjust system-wide demand. 

DER-CON-003 Communication Standards for DER Monitoring and Control

DER-CON-003-001 DERMS shall support IEC 61850 Power System Automation and shall support the IEC 61850-7-
420 information model.

DER-CON-003-002
DERMS shall be able to communicate using IEEE Std 1815-2012: IEEE Standard for Electric 
Power Systems Communications-Distributed Network Protocol (DNP3), including the Secure 
Authentication option (DNP3-SA).

DER-CON-003-003 DERMS shall be able to support the most recent, approved version of IEEE 2030.5 - IEEE 
Adoption of Smart Energy Profile 2.0 Application Protocol Standard.

DER-CON-003-004 DERMS shall be able to support IEC 60870-6/TASE.2 (ICCP).

DER-CON-003-005 DERMS shall support OpenFMB.

DER-CON-003-006 DERMS shall support IEC 61850-8-1 MMS protocol and/or IEC 61850-8-2 XMPP web services 
protocol.

DER-CON-003-007 DERMS shall support OpenADR 2.0b.

DER-CON-003-008 DERMS shall support Modbus protocols.

DER-CON-003-009 DERMS shall IEC 61850-8-2 XMPP-based services for retrieving data and alarms, setting data 
values, and issuing commands to and from individual and groups of DERs.

DER-CON-003-010 DERMS shall support the Wi-SUN protocol.

DER-CON-004 DERMS General Control Functions

DER-CON-004-001
DERMS shall be able to detect communication failures for control actions and take suitable 
actions following detecting a communication failure, such as retrying the communication action 
or procuring an alarm to alert the system operator of the detected alarm.

DER-CON-004-002
DERMS shall provide the ability for the system to support device time stamps that are accurate 
to the nearest millisecond sourced from a traceable Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) time 
source for monitoring and control.

DER-CON-004-003 DERMS shall be able to perform distributed application controls, such as sending a single 
control action that is subsequently broadcast to a large, dispersed group of DER assets.

DER-CON-004-004 DERMS shall be able to turn off the constraint management application.

DER-CON-004-005 DERMS shall provide the ability for operator to turn on the constraint management application.

DER-CON-005 Supervisory Data Acquisition Services

DER-CON-005-001 DERMS shall be able to identify telemetry failures.

DER-CON-005-002 DERMS shall be able to set a telemetry failure quality code for all affected points and shall make 
an entry for the points on the off-scan summary. 
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DER-CON-005-003
DERMS shall support millisecond (ms) time stamping of all data points. The time stamp shall 
reflect the point in time when the measurement was made, not the time the data point was 
reported. 

DER-CON-005-004 DERMS shall support reasonability check of the data collected. Reasonability check failures shall 
result in an event or alarm message that shall be sent to the system operator.

DER-CON-005-005 DERMS shall provide the ability to generate an alarm when a telemetry failure occurs. 

DER-CON-005-006
DERMS shall include a time stamp with each status change indication. The time stamp shall 
indicate when the status change actually occurred, not when the change message was 
receieved by the master station. The time stamp shall have a millisecond resolution. 

DER-CON-005-007 DERMS shall be able to place events from different logs in chronological order with subsecond 
resolution. 

DER-CON-005-008
DERMS shall be able to suspend acquisition of data points from any data source from a central 
location via remote control. Unsolicited reporting, scan groups, and data sources that have 
been suspended shall not be processed or stored in the database. 

DER-CON-005-009 DERMS shall assign an acquisition-suspended quality code for all suspended points.

DER-CON-005-010 DERMS shall be able to acquire data by polling by published or subscribed methods. 

DER-CON-005-011 DERMS shall be able to create data requests per device as defined for specific, time-based 
data, specific records, and any and all data that satisfies a particular request.

DER-CON-005-012
DERMS shall be able to support report by exception capabilities, including in support of an 
uncommanded change in the field. The user shall be able to specify the signficant change 
bandwith for exception reporting purposes and shall also be able to specify a polling interval 
for data integrity scanning.

DER-CON-005-013 DERMS shall be able to poll all data types within a specific group. Groups shall include all data 
points in a single RTU or RTUs in a specified region, and other grouping criteria.

DER-CON-005-014 DERMS shall support spontaneous, unsolicited reporting.

DER-CON-005-015 DERMS shall store a deadband value for each value reported by exception and for those data 
sources so configured by the user.

DER-CON-005-016 DERMS shall provide the ability to report when a change is detected.

DER-CON-005-017 DERMS shall initiate a demand scan when requested by a user.

DER-CON-005-018
DERMS shall provide the ability to support parallel or concurrent scanning of sources on 
multiple communications channels and over networks where the protocol supports concurrent 
exchanges, e.g., TCP/IP networks. 

DER-CON-005-019 DERMS shall retrieve time-synchronized current per phase instantaneously with granularity of 
measurement defined by the user.

DER-CON-005-020 DERMS shall retrieve time-synchronized voltage per phase instantaneously according to 
granularity of measurement defined by the user.

DER-CON-006 Tags, Memos and Service Notes

DER-CON-006-001
DERMS shall provide the ability to enforce a control-inhibit tag, i.e., control and status point, on 
a DER. When a control-inhibit tag is in place, attempts to initiate control actions on the tagged 
point shall result in an error message and the requested control action shall not be performed.
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DER-CON-006-002 DERMS tags shall be displayed and visible to users at any point they are attached.

DER-CON-006-003 Attempts to control the point via SCADA when a control-inhibit tag is issued shall result in an 
error message and the control action shall not be performed.

DER-CON-006-004 Each tag will include a tag summary display.

DER-CON-006-005 Users will be able to view tag summary displays upon selection of a device tag.

DER-CON-006-006 DERMS shall provide the ability for the supervisory control function to check for the presence of 
a control-inhibit tag as part of the control permissive scheme. 

DER-CON-006-007 DERMS shall be able to query and order tags by substation. 

DER-CON-006-008 DERMS shall record tag application and removal as events. 

DER-CON-006-009
DERMS shall provide the ability for each database item presented on a display to have an 
associated attribute to indicate the highest-priority tag applied to the item. DERMS shall 
enforce the tagging priority rules adopted by the individual electric utilities and asset owners.

DER-CON-007 Supervisory Control Services

DER-CON-007-001 DERMS shall record all control malfunctions and control commands successfully completed as 
events. 

DER-CON-007-002 DERMS shall indicate that a control action is in progress. 

DER-CON-007-003 DERMS shall support a control point that does not have a feedback point defined. 

DER-CON-007-004 DERMS shall be able to verify control actions by monitoring a feedback variable designated 
individually or for selected control points. 

DER-CON-007-005 DERMS shall report as an alarm the subsequent change from a controlled state that initiates a 
control action for single-state and two-state devices. 

DER-CON-007-006 DERMS shall incorporate telemetry and control permission checks in the sequence received 
with override capability. 

DER-CON-007-007 DERMS shall report the success or failure of a supervisory control action to an application.

DER-CON-007-008 DERMS shall provide the ability to support configurable delays per control action.

DER-CON-007-009 DERMS shall enable users to override the permission check. All records and messages of the 
control action shall clearly indicate that the user has overridden the permission check. 

DER-CON-007-010 DERMS shall present the user with options to cancel control actions and to override 
permissions.

DER-CON-007-011 DERMS shall inform the user of a message failure that clearly indicates the permission failure. 

DER-CON-007-012 A control permission check shall fail when a supervisory control inhibit property is set. 

DER-CON-007-013 DERMS shall provide the ability to fail a control permission check when the feedback point for 
the control point is in the state to be realized by the control command.

DER-CON-007-014 DERMS shall produce a report for users describing the result of the control action.
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DER-CON-007-015 The supervisory control function shall perform a permission check immediately after the user 
has selected the device and control action. 

DER-CON-007-016
Supervisory control commands will be issued as part of a group control or load-shedding 
operation. If any operation is unsuccessful, the user shall be informed of those devices in the 
group that failed to operate by individual alarms. 

DER-CON-007-017
DERMS shall have the ability for supervisory control commands issued as part of a group 
control or load-shedding operation. The successful completion of all control actions shall be 
reported via a single message. 

DER-CON-007-018
DERMS shall be able to differentiate between control-failure alarms generated due to 
communications problems and those that result from device failures in order to achieve the 
desired end state. 

DER-CON-007-019 An alarm will be generated if the supervisory control action was unsuccessful. 

DER-CON-007-020 DERMS shall provide the ability for successful controls to be recorded as events. 

DER-CON-007-021
Control action will be deemed successful for set-point outputs when the corresponding analog 
feedback point of the output under control changes to the desired value, within a tolerance 
specified individually for each device. 

DER-CON-007-022
A control action for devices that can be controlled incrementally will be deemed successful 
when the corresponding analog feedback point of the device under control changes to the 
desired value within a tolerance individually specified for every device.

DER-CON-007-023 DERMS shall be able to issue set-point controls to field equipment and to other capable 
devices.

DER-CON-007-024 An alarm will be issued if a controlled item fails to operate.

DER-CON-007-025 DERMS shall confirm the correct operation of each control action.

DER-CON-007-026 A ping will be initiated directly to a device to determine its current operating status.

DER-CON-007-027 DERMS shall include select-before-operate features for device operations.

DER-CON-007-028 DERMS shall provide the ability to support VAR set-points.

DER-CON-007-029 DERMS shall provide the ability to support voltage set-points.

DER-CON-007-030
DERMS shall be able to initiate an inquiry directly to a device. Upon receipt of the inquiry, 
the device shall automatically report back the current status of the device along with other 
information pertaining to its real-time performance.

DER-CON-007-031
DERMS shall support group control, where group control is defined as a grouping of similar 
field devices with which one operator action is used to perform the same operation on all 
devices in parallel. 

DER-CON-007-032 Users shall be able to cancel the control operation at any time. 

DER-CON-007-033 DERMS shall be able to set multi-state controllable points as specified by user. 

DER-CON-007-034 DERMS shall support the supervisory control of single-state control points.
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DER-CON-007-035

DERMS shall provide the operator with group-control selection criteria that have the ability to 
sort DER assets by:

a. Distribution transformer
b. Circuit
c. B-Bank
d. Substation
e. Specified range of LMP (Locational Marginal Price)
f. A-Station
g. Type of DER
h. Group circuit, substation transformer, substation, area of responsibility, etc.

DER-CON-007-036 Group control will be able to check the operation of commands, i.e., a device acte- upon 
message, to confirm correct action was taken.

DER-CON-007-037 Group control displays for an operator will include the ability to create, review, update, and 
delete control groups. 

DER-CON-007-038 Errors in the control command exchange will be reported as alarms to the user and the 
command shall be cancelled. 

DER-CON-007-039 DERMS shall provide the ability to not support retries of the select and execute messages.

DER-CON-007-040
DERMS shall provide the ability to issue the execute control command only if the select and 
checkback messages are exchanged without error and if the checkback message indicates that 
the correct field device and control action have been selected. 

DER-CON-007-041 A select-checkback-execute-command sequence will be supported when there is a message 
exchange among field devices, if available in the protocol.

DER-CON-007-042 DERMS shall be able to initiate the supervisory control message after the user confirms the 
control action.

DER-CON-007-043 A confirmation step will be included subsequent to selection of field devices to be controlled 
and the control command issued.

DER-CON-007-044 DERMS shall support time-synchronous control.

DER-CON-007-045 An interface method will be provided for the operator to select devices to be placed in a control 
group by picking device type and individual devices within that group. 

DER-CON-008 DER Control Services

DER-CON-008-001 DERMS shall be able to remotely dispatch DER generators.

DER-CON-008-002 DERMS shall provide the ability to determine system status of a DER.

DER-CON-008-003 DERMS shall be able to disable automatic operation by the DER controller. When DER controller 
automatic operation is disabled, the associated DER shall only be operated manually.

DER-CON-008-004
DERMS shall provide the ability to allow the operator to remotely command DER 
reconfigurations. For example, it shall be possible for authorized users to remotely change  
set-points, change operating modes, and initiate other actions to reconfigure the DER asset.

DER-CON-008-005 DERMS shall be able to turn off DER interconnection devices.

DER-CON-008-006 DERMS shall be able to dispatch DER generators remotely via the DER controller in order to 
operate at a given set-point.
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DER-CON-008-007 DERMS will indicate the operational status of DERs via data sent by DER SCADA.

DER-CON-008-008 DERMS shall be able to request information from the DER controller.

DER-CON-008-009 DERMS shall provide the ability to send start-up constraints to a DER controller and, when 
applicable, account for sequence start-up and cold-load pick-up of the DER.

DER-CON-008-010 DERMS shall be able to control third-party inverters and other DER controllers as applicable.

DER-CON-008-011 DERMS shall be able to send voltage set-points and objectives to DER controllers.

DER-CON-008-012 DERMS shall have the ability to send power set-points and objectives to the DER controller. 
Power set-points will include real power, reactive power and voltage, possibly among others.

DER-CON-008-013 DERMS shall provide the ability to issue control signals to generating units.

DER-CON-008-014 DERMS shall provide the ability to send power set-points to the DER controller (power set-
points include real power, reactive power, and voltage).

DER-CON-008-015
Operators shall be able to issue a direct command to limit the maximum real and reactive 
power output at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) in terms of power, e.g., watts, etc., and 
VAR values.

DER-CON-008-016
Operators shall be able to issue a direct command to limit the maximum real power output 
and reactive power output at the Point of Common Coupling (PCC) as a percentage of DER 
output.

DER-CON-008-017 SCADA information regarding device status, including DERs, will be available on a real-time or 
near real-time basis. 

DER-CON-008-018 DERMS shall be aware of controls for each DER.

DER-CON-008-019  DERMS shall be able to send curves and other necessary parameters for frequency-watt 
functions.

DER-CON-008-020
DERMS shall support multi-objective optimization over multiple pricing curves. For example, 
wholesale market auction prices, arbitrage, ramp smoothing, regulation, voltage support, 
spinning reserve, etc.

SECTION 5: DYNAMIC TOPOLOGY CHANGES
The DTC requirements govern how the system should be able to respond to circuit changes.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-DTC-001 Awareness of DER Real-Time Circuit Topology Connections

DER-DTC-001-001 The DERMS model shall identify the specific physical and electrical location of each DER asset. 

DER-DTC-001-002
DERMS shall determine the physical location of each DER asset using the latitude-longitude of 
the asset or the physical street address of the asset, e.g., street name and number, city, state, 
etc.
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DER-DTC-001-003
DERMS shall determine the electrical location of each DER asset using the reference ID of 
utility-company owned equipment, such as a distribution transformer, at the DER’s point of grid 
coupling. This identifier shall provide a link to the electric distribution system circuit models to 
which the DER asset is connected

DER-DTC-001-004
DERMS shall include a circuit model of the electric distribution system to which each asset is 
attached. DERMS shall include a suitable mechanism to build and maintain this model, such 
as via an interface between the DERMS and the local utilty company’s Geospatial Information 
System (GIS).

DER-DTC-001-005
As a minimum, the DERMS electrical model shall be a three-phase topology model that 
contains information on how the distribution circuit components are connected to each other. 
However, a full, unbalanced impedance model including topology plus electrical characteristics 
(e.g., device impedances) should be provided.

DER-DTC-001-006
The DERMS model shall be dynamically updated so that the model always represents the 
as-operated state of the network. Dynamic updating shall be based on real-time switching 
actions to reconfigure feeders, permananet changes to feeder design acquired via the GIS, and 
temporary changes from distribution system operators (cuts, jumpers, etc.).

DER-DTC-001-007 DERMS shall be able to acquire an external circuit topology model from the utility company’s 
GIS.

DER-DTC-001-008 DERMS shall be able to acquire network model status information from SCADA or manual 
inputs to determine real-time circuit topology.

DER-DTC-001-009 DERMS shall support bulk-load circuit topology model updates. 

DER-DTC-001-010 DERMS shall support incremental circuit topology model updates. 

DER-DTC-001-011 DERMS shall input the real-time circuit topology model updates from the (A)DMS. 

DER-DTC-002 Automatically Drop Group DER Based Upon Real-Time Topology

DER-DTC-002-001
DERMS shall update DER groupings (where group is defined as a collection of similar field 
devices with which one operator action is used to perform the same operation on all devices in 
parallel) based upon real-time circuit topology.

DER-DTC-002-002 DERMS shall be able to define multiple hierarchies of grouping for each DER.

DER-DTC-002-003 DERMS shall be able to define grouping for each DER based on the type of DER.

DER-DTC-002-004 DERMS shall be able to define grouping for each DER based on the phase connectivity.

DER-DTC-002-005 DERMS shall be able to save DER grouping allocation history.

DER-DTC-002-006

The DERMS shall include a topology processor function that shall be able to:
a. Locate a DER on the distribution network (transformer, section, etc.) by name or ID;
b. Locate and mark supply paths of DERs;
c. Locate and highlight all DERs downstream of a selected element;
d. Color by on/off status of DER elements. 
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SECTION 6: CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
The DCM requirements govern how the system should support interconnection agreement records.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-DCM-001 Interconnection Agreements Contractual Awareness

DER-DCM-001-001 DERMS shall be able to import the AC nameplate data from an external system per user-
defined requirements, such as those established by a state regulatory agency.

DER-DCM-001-002 DERMS shall be able to document the sum of inverter nameplate information from multiple 
DER systems.

DER-DCM-001-003 DERMS shall be able to enforce operating power factor requirements from technical studies 
which are written into the contract.

DER-DCM-001-004 DERMS shall be able to enforce the IEEE 1547a-2014 voltage operational bounds.

DER-DCM-001-005 DERMS shall be able to enforce the IEEE 1547a-2014 frequency operational bounds.

DER-DCM-001-006 DERMS shall be able to enforce ramp rate constraint determined by technical studies 
(e.g., constrain ramp rate to 10 percent of total gross AC inverter name plate per minute).

DER-DCM-001-007 DERMS shall be able to enforce limitations on charging and discharging for any type of DER.

DER-DCM-001-008 DERMS shall be able to import the tariff(s) for the interconnection.

DER-DCM-001-009 DERMS shall be able to support power quality requirements which are written into the 
contract. 

DER-DCM-002 Interconnection Summary of Generation Facility

DER-DCM-002-001 DERMS shall be able to record the gross nameplate rating of the generating facility.

DER-DCM-002-002 DERMS shall be able to record the net nameplate rating of the generating facility.

DER-DCM-002-003 DERMS shall be able to record the annual energy production of the generating facility.

DER-DCM-002-004 DERMS shall be able to record the maximum, instantaneous level of power that may be 
exported by the generating facility to the distribution system.

DER-DCM-002-005 DERMS shall be able to record the maximum, inadvertent level of power that may be exported 
by the generating facility to the distribution system.

DER-DCM-003 Operating Requirements for Energy Storage Devices

DER-DCM-003-001 DERMS shall be able to check the work document operating requirements that apply to 
charging functions.

DER-DCM-003-002 DERMS shall be able to document the starting date of limitations.

DER-DCM-003-003 DERMS shall be to document the ending date of limitations.

DER-DCM-003-004 DERMS shall be able to document the hours of limitations.

DER-DCM-003-005 DERMS shall be able to document the limitation to energy storage device charging.

DER-DCM-003-006 DERMS shall be able to document schedules that include (1) charging and discharging times, (2) 
power factor, and (3) energy.
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SECTION 7: ENERGY BUSINESS RULES
The EBR requirements govern how the system should support configuration of business rules.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-EBR-001 Business Rules for Integration

DER-EBR-001-001 DERMS shall be able to establish business rules for integration of third-party DERs.

DER-EBR-001-002 DERMS shall be able to establish business rules for Integration of utility-managed DERs

DER-EBR-002 Support Real Power Operating Modes

DER-EBR-002-001 DERMS shall be able to dispatch available DER assets in a manner that limits the load on a 
specified substation to a given value over a given time period.

DER-EBR-002-002 DERMS shall be able to define the maximum amount of load to be supplied (via discharging) or 
consumed (via charging) by a specified BESS (Battery Energy Storage System).

DER-EBR-002-003 DERMS shall be able to dispatch available DER assets in a manner that limits the current on a 
specified substation to a given value over a given time period.

DER-EBR-002-004 DERMS shall be able to define real power dispatch (instantaneous or dependent on ramp rate) 
of a selected DER.

DER-EBR-003 Support Reactive Power Operating Modes

DER-EBR-003-001 DERMS shall be able to define DER assets available for dispatch in a manner that satisfies the 
requirements for substation reactive-power compensation over a given time period.

DER-EBR-003-002 DERMS shall be able to define the amount of reactive power (kVAR) to be suppplied by a 
specified BESS (Battery Energy Storage System).

DER-EBR-003-003 DERMS shall support local voltage regulation by using DERs to supply or aborb real and 
reactive power.

DER-EBR-003-004 DERMS shall be able to define reactive-power dispatch, instantaneous or dependent on ramp 
rate.

DER-EBR-004 Define Application Configuration Parameters

DER-EBR-004-001 DERMS shall be able to define the duration of the reconnection timer, i.e., the time interval 
following disconnecting a DER and reconnecting the DER to the electric distribution grid.

SECTION 8: HISTORIAN
The HST requirements govern how the system archives data.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-HST-001 Local System Storage for DERMS Operations

DER-HST-001-001 DERMS shall include facilities for for storing, archiving and retrieving historical DERMS 
operational data.

DER-HST-001-002 The DERMS historian shall be able to store data quality along with value of the data point.
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DER-HST-001-003 DERMS shall be able to archive analog points generated by DERMS applications.

DER-HST-001-004 DERMS shall be able to archive status points generated by DERMS applications.

DER-HST-001-005 DERMS shall be able to archive control points generated by DERMS applications.

DER-HST-001-006 DERMS shall be able to archive DERMS alarms and events.

DER-HST-001-007 DERMS shall be able to archive DERMS application logs.

DER-HST-001-008 DERMS shall be able to archive maintenance logs.

DER-HST-002 Customizable Rules for Data Archival

DER-HST-002-001 DERMS shall be able to store a data value based on a user-specified change, (e.g., store value 
when it changes by 5 percent or greater of last stored value).

DER-HST-002-002 DERMS shall be able to store data based on user-specified time intervals, (e.g., once every  
5 minutes).

DER-HST-002-003 DERMS shall be able to store data based on exception deviation and time.

DER-HST-002-004 DERMS shall be able to record battery output in kW and kVAR at user-specified intervals,  
(e.g., every 2 seconds for frequency regulation).

DER-HST-003 Time-Oriented Data Histories

DER-HST-003-001 DERMS shall be able to capture and store status data at a time resolution of milliseconds for 
purposes of sequence-of-events reporting.

DER-HST-003-002 DERMS shall support multiple time zones.

DER-HST-003-003 DERMS shall be able to adjust for leap years.

DER-HST-003-004 DERMS shall be able to adjust for century changes. 

DER-HST-003-005 DERMS shall be able to adjust for Daylight Saving Time (DST).

DER-HST-003-006 DERMS shall be able to clearly identify the 25th hour in correct chronological order.

DER-HST-003-007 DERMS shall be able to correctly calculate totals and averages for 23-hour and 25-hour days.

DER-HST-004 Data Access to DERMS Users and Utility Corporate Network Users

DER-HST-004-001 DERMS shall be able to provide data retrieval capabilities to authorized users.

DER-HST-004-002 DERMS shall provide authorized user access to review historical information based on AOR 
(Area of Responsibility).

DER-HST-004-003 DERMS shall provide authorized user access to edit historical information based on AOR  
(Area of Responsibility).

DER-HST-004-004 DERMS shall support multiple, simultaneous users with no effect on performance.

DER-HST-004-005 DERMS shall support multiple, simultaneous data retrieval calls.
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DER-HST-004-006 DERMS shall support multiple, simultaneous data edits.

DER-HST-004-007 DERMS shall provide remote data retrieval via web-services.

DER-HST-005 DERMS Historian User Interface

DER-HST-005-001 DERMS Historian shall be able to provide an ad hoc query capability. Users shall be able to create 
queries to retrieve specified groups of archived data points for a specified time or date interval. 

DER-HST-005-002 DERMS Historian shall be able to generate a query configured for the maximum number of 
retention days.

DER-HST-005-003 DERMS Historian shall be able to generate a query configured for the highest periodicity of data 
retained.

DER-HST-005-004 DERMS Historian shall be able to save queries and query results.

DER-HST-005-005 DERMS Historian shall be able to view, print, or have queries written to a file.

DER-HST-006 Adequate Data Storage and Retention

DER-HST-006-001 DERMS shall retain data for seven years.

DER-HST-006-002 DERMS shall provide adequate data storage for seven years.. 

DER-HST-006-003 DERMS shall have sufficient capacity to extract and store the data needed for a query.

DER-HST-007 Export Data to Other Applications

DER-HST-007-001 DERMS Historian shall be able to interface with other commercially available software packages 
as specified by user, such as data analyzers and report generators. 

DER-HST-007-002 DERMS Historian shall provide program-callable APIs.

DER-HST-007-003 DERMS Historian shall be able to interface with ODBC- and OLE-compliant applications.

DER-HST-007-004 DERMS Historian shall be able to interface with SQL- and DDE-based data management tools.

DER-HST-007-005 DERMS Historian shall be able to interface with web service-based applications.

DER-HST-008 Integration with External Historian

DER-HST-008-001 DERMS shall integrate with a commercially available Relational Database Management System.

DER-HST-008-002 DERMS shall provide a data buffer to the external historian during a communication loss.

DER-HST-008-003 DERMS shall automatically resync databases with the external historian.

DER-HST-009 Long-Term Archival Capabilities

DER-HST-009-001 DERMS shall be able to provide long-term archival storage to user-specified mediums such as 
cartridge tape, WORM, disc, etc.

DER-HST-009-002 DERMS shall be able to integrate with a long-term archival storage system.
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DER-HST-009-003 DERMS shall be able to retrieve data from long-term archival storage systems.

DER-HST-009-004 DERMS shall be able to reload archived data and access it without disturbing the collection of 
data in real-time.

DER-HST-009-005 DERMS shall be able to reload archived data and access it without disturbing the storage of 
data in real-time.

DER-HST-009-006 DERMS shall be able to reload archived data and access it without disturbing the retrieval of 
data in real-time.

SECTION 9: CONSTRAINT MANAGEMENT
The CMS requirements govern how the system should be configured to respond to constraints. 

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS 

DER-CMS-001 DER Constraint Management Based On Business Rules

DER-CMS-001-001 DERMS shall be able to set operational parameters of third-party devices based on 
interconnection agreements

DER-CMS-002 DER Constraint Management Based On Contract Awareness

DER-CMS-002-001 DERMS shall be able to set operational parameters of DERs based on applicable 
interconnection agreements.

DER-CMS-003 DER Constraint Management Based On Dynamic Topology Changes

DER-CMS-003-001 DERMS shall calculate DER charging limits based on real-time power flow data.

DER-CMS-003-002
DER charging limit calculation shall determine circuit-segment charging capacity limitation 
based on the device or equipment that is most limiting on that circuit segment (i.e., fuse, circuit 
breakers, etc.).

DER-CMS-003-003 DER charging limit calculation shall determine circuit-segment charging capacity limitation 
based on voltage compliance requirements.

DER-CMS-003-004 DERMS shall be able to track grid topology changes in real time.

DER-CMS-003-005
DER charging limit calculations shall be constrained by the limiting ampacity rating of a 
distribution circuit element, (i.e., cables, overhead conductors, transformers, A-Bank and 
B-Bank devices, etc.).

DER-CMS-003-006 DER charging limit calculation shall be constrained by circuit protection restrictions  
(i.e., minimum trip, fuse size, etc.).

DER-CMS-003-007 DERMS shall be able to calculate DER constraints based upon real-time circuit topology.

DER-CMS-004 DER Non-Compliance Disconnect

DER-CMS-004-001 DERMS shall monitor the energy storage system for compliance with the charging limit,  
real-time or scheduled.

DER-CMS-004-002
DERMS shall send a trip command to the interconnection RCSG (Remote Control Switch for 
Generation) and/or breaker via Utility DMS SCADA when energy storage charging is greater 
than the charging limit for a configurable period of time.
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DER-CMS-004-003 DERMS shall be able to change charging set-point to zero for one or more facilities by operator 
action in order to maintain system safety and reliability of the distribution system.

DER-CMS-004-004
DERMS shall have the ability to change set-point to discharge/generate for one or more 
facilities by operator action in order to maintain system safety and reliability of the distribution 
system.

DER-CMS-004-005 DERMS shall allow an operator to disable the energy storage non-compliance disconnect 
function.

DER-CMS-004-006 DERMS shall be able to generate a notification to the corresponding owner, or schedule 
coordinator, based on a non-compliance disconnect event.

DER-CMS-005 DER Constraint Management Communications Monitoring & Processing

DER-CMS-005-001 DERMS shall support a heartbeat function to monitor communication connectivity to the end 
device.

DER-CMS-005-002
DERMS shall support a “loss of communications” (LOC) between the DERMS and an energy 
storage device. The LOC is defined as a static heartbeat value between systems not being read 
for a default time of two minutes. The time should be configurable for individual and groups of 
DERs.

DER-CMS-005-003 DERMS shall be able to send the energy storage charging limit to the energy storage device at 
least every 30 seconds. 

DER-CMS-005-004 DERMS shall support configurable, system-wide settings. 

DER-CMS-006 DER Charging Limit Calculation

DER-CMS-006-001 DERMS shall perform the charging limit calculation. 

DER-CMS-006-002 DERMS shall support configurable time intervals to perform charging limit calculations that can 
be set system-wide.

DER-CMS-006-003 DERMS shall be able to monitor logged quality flags (non-update, questionable data, scan 
inhibit, etc.) for each telemetered point used by the DERMS.

DER-CMS-006-004
DERMS shall calculate the circuit charging limit based on the lowest ampacity of the devices and 
sections of the grid, including circuit line breaker, high side of the substation, and high side of 
the A-bank.

DER-CMS-006-005 DERMS shall calculate circuit charging limit based on voltage compliance requirements.

DER-CMS-006-006 DERMS shall be able to allocate charging capacity proportionally among all affected charging 
facilities within an electrically connected section.

DER-CMS-006-007 DERMS shall allow an operator to override energy storage charging limits for individual energy 
storage devices.

DER-CMS-006-008 Operators shall have the capability to send a command to stop the energy storage resource 
charging.

DER-CMS-006-009 DERMS shall not dispatch an energy storage charging limit that exceeds the storage facility 
capacity.

DER-CMS-006-010 Offline storage facilities shall not be taken into account in a DERMS energy storage limits 
calculation.
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DER-CMS-006-011
DERMS shall be able to set a generation production safety factor in the energy storage charging 
limit calculations. This factor adds a percentage of generation back into system loading in order 
to reduce charging capacity.

DER-CMS-006-012 DERMS shall be able to set a planned loading-limit safety factor in the energy storage charging 
limit calculations. This factor will reduce a circuit’s charging capacity. 

DER-CMS-006-013 DERMS shall be able to to set a planned loading-limit safety factor in the energy-charging limit 
calculations for a substation. This factor reduces a substation’s charging capacity.

DER-CMS-006-014
DERMS shall be able to set a planned loading-limit safety factor in the energy-charging limit 
calculations for an A-bank. This factor reduces an A-bank’s transmission-substation charging 
capacity.

DER-CMS-006-015
DERMS shall be able to calculate and allow for manual setting of sub-transmission charging 
allocation factors that allocate charging capacity proportionally among all the storage facilities 
connected to the subtransmission system. 

DER-CMS-006-016
DERMS shall be able to calculate and allow for manual setting of a distribution-to-sub-
transmission allocation factor that divides A-bank charging. This factor divides A-bank charging 
capacity into capacity that can be used by the distribution substations and capacity that can be 
used by the sub-transmission system. 

DER-CMS-006-017
DERMS shall be able to calculate and allow for manual setting of substation-charging capacity 
allocation factors that proportionally allocate charging capacity to all storage facilities 
connected to the substation circuit.

DER-CMS-006-018 DERMS shall be able to leverage real-time power flows or field measurement and telemetry as 
inputs to the energy storage charging limit calculation.

DER-CMS-006-019 DERMS shall be able to support planned loading limits as inputs to the energy storage charging 
limit calculation.

DER-CMS-006-020 DERMS shall be able to input short-term emergency-loading limits to the energy storage 
charging limit calculation.

DER-CMS-006-021 DERMS shall be able to input emergency loading limits to the energy storage charging limit 
calculation.

DER-CMS-006-022 Planned loading limits input by operators will be incorporated in DERMS’ run-time environment.

DER-CMS-006-023 Operators will be able to change long-term emergency loading limits in the DERMS run-time 
environment.

DER-CMS-006-024 DERMS will support operator changes to long-term emergency loading limits in the run-time 
environment.

DER-CMS-006-025 DERMS shall be able to take into account the output of generation resources affecting the 
section of grid an energy storage system is connected to.

DER-CMS-006-026 DERMS shall support manual entry data points or pre-loaded schedules to account for 
generation projects with no telemetry.

DER-CMS-006-027 DERMS shall take into account storage facilities that are discharging as generation resources.

DER-CMS-006-028 DERMS shall be able to apply a system-wide safety margin as a percentage of the loading limit 
values.

DER-CMS-006-029 DERMS shall forecast charging limits 24 hours in advance based upon load and DER profiles, 
forecasts and market commitments.

DER-CMS-006-030 DERMS shall be able to externalize forecasted charging limits in XML and text file format
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DER-CMS-006-031 DERMS shall be able to curtail discharge for overload and reliability conditions.

DER-CMS-006-032 DERMS shall be able to calculate curtail discharge porportionally to all resources connected to 
the overload electrical section.

DER-CMS-007 DER Compliance Reconnect

DER-CMS-007-001 DERMS shall be able to receive reconnection status messages and data from an energy storage 
device.

DER-CMS-007-002 DERMS shall be able to automatically reconnect the associcated RCSG (Remote Control Switch 
for Generation) based on receiving notice of reconnection status.

SECTION 10: FORECASTING
The FOR requirements govern how the system should be configured to produce forecasts.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

DER-FOR-001 Manage DER Profiles

DER-FOR-001-001
DERMS shall be able to create seasonal customer DER profiles containing scheduled, daily 
DER output on a 15-minute or hourly basis. Separate profiles shall be provided for weekdays, 
weekends, holidays, and special days in each of three seasons (summer, winter, shoulder).

DER-FOR-001-002 DERMS shall be able to import seasonal customer load profiles from the electric utility 
customer information system, DER aggregator records, and other external sources. 

DER-FOR-001-003 DERMS shall be able to import seasonal customer DER profiles from the electric utility 
customer information system, DER aggregator records, and other external sources. 

DER-FOR-001-004 DERMS shall support the ability to synchronize seasonal circuit profiles, seasonal customer 
profiles, and seasonal DER profiles.

DER-FOR-001-005 DERMS shall be able to assign customer DER profiles to a distribution asset.

DER-FOR-001-006 DERMS shall be able to define confidence intervals for individual DER device profiles.

DER-FOR-001-007 DERMS shall be able to define dependability factors for individual DER device profiles.

DER-FOR-001-008 DERMS shall be able to create demand profiles by DER resource.

DER-FOR-001-009 DERMS shall be able to create supply profiles by DER resource.

DER-FOR-001-010 DERMS shall be able to export demand profiles by DER resource.

DER-FOR-001-011 DERMS shall be able to export supply profiles by DER resource.

DER-FOR-001-012 DERMS shall be able to generate DER profiles based on historical, measured performance and 
future market commitments.

DER-FOR-002 Manage Aggregated Forecasts

DER-FOR-002-001 DERMS should be able to supply DER generation forecasts for various time intervals, including 
short term (next hour), middle term (next few days), and long term (next week or longer).
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DER-FOR-002-002 DERMS shall be able to utilize load profiles to create gross load forecasts, DER load and 
generation forecasts, and net load forecasts.

DER-FOR-002-003
DERMS shall be able to create user-defined groupings for DER load and generation forecasts 
organized by control zone, customer type, planning area, geography, DER Type, load type, rate 
structure, or project, as examples.

DER-FOR-002-004 DERMS shall be able to create forecasts for all customer locations, including load and 
generation from energy storage systems and other DERs.

DER-FOR-002-005 DERMS shall be able to aggregate and disaggregate DER load and generation forecasts by each 
type of asset, e.g., storage, generation, demand response, etc.

DER-FOR-002-006 DERMS shall be able to take weather forecasts into consideration when creating forecasts. 

DER-FOR-002-007
DERMS shall be able to take past DER performance on “similar days” into consideration when 
creating forecasts. For example, DER outputs on past days that had similar weather conditions 
shall be taken into account for generation forecasting. 

DER-FOR-002-008 DERMS shall be able to provide forecasts over configurable time horizons. 

DER-FOR-002-009 DERMS shall be able to provide short-term forecasts for DERs that are not subject to direct 
utility control.

DER-FOR-002-010 DERMS shall provide a forecast or estimation of capacity, energy production, and consumption 
from DERs if real-time information is not available.

SECTION 11: TESTING
The TST requirements define how the system and its components should be  

tested before installation and in the field with actual devices connected.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-TST-001 General DERMS Testing 

SYS-TST-001-001
Test plans and procedures for both factory and field tests shall be developed and documented 
by the DERMS vendor to ensure that each test is comprehensive and that any part of a test can 
be readily repeated.

SYS-TST-001-002

Vendor shall provide test plans that include the following:
 § Definition of individual tests to be performed and the purpose of each test
 § Test schedules
 § Responsibilities of utility and vendor personnel
 § Methodology for correcting variances
 § Copies of certified test data to be used in lieu of testing
 § Block diagrams of the hardware configuration(s) to be used during the testing
 § Description of test equipment to be used during testing
 § Method used to simulate equipment that will not be available during factory testing  
(e.g., communication facilities, external interfaces)

 § Method used to simulate ultimate system loading during performance tests
 § Time allotted for unstructured testing.
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REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-TST-001-003

Vendor shall document factory test procedures that include the following:
a. Purpose of each test
b. Function to be tested
c. Exact step-by-step procedures to be followed
d. Set-up and conditions for testing
e. Expected results
f. Acceptance criteria
g. Special equipment needed

SYS-TST-001-004 The DERMS vendor shall maintain complete records of all factory and field tests. 

SYS-TST-001-005 Vendors shall provide documentation to verify that DERMS satisfies all the functional and 
performance requirements contained in this specification.

SYS-TST-001-006

A variance report shall be prepared each time a deviation from the specified DERMS 
requirements is detected during testing. The report shall include a complete description of the 
variance, including:

a. Time and date when the variance was discovered
b. Description of test conditions at the time of the variance
c. Identification of witnesses
d. Classification of the variance

SYS-TST-001-007 Vendor shall perform conformance testing as per applicable elements of IEEE 1547.1.

SYS-TST-001-008 Vendor shall perform conformance testing as per applicable elements of IEEE 1547.a.

SYS-TST-001-009
Vendor shall provide documentation and other support for third-party field tests related to the 
controls and data interactions between DERMS and applicable DER controllers in accordance 
with IEEE 1547.1 and 1547.a.

SYS-TST-001-010 Vendor shall provide documentation, data, and other support as necessary for performance 
and interoperability testing between DERMS systems and head-end systems, such the (A)DMS.

SYS-TST-001-011
Vendor shall provide documentation and other support as necessary for conformance 
testing by UCAIUG on applicable elements of of IEC 61850-6:2009 - Configuration language 
for communication in electrical substations related to IEDs and IEC 61850-8-1:2011 - Specific 
communication service mapping (SCSM).

SYS-TST-001-012

Vendor shall provide documentation and other support as necessary for applicable 
conformance testing by UL on applicable elements of IEEE 1547.1 2005 Standard for 
Conformance Test Procedures for Equipment Interconnecting Distributed Resources with 
Electric Power Systems and IEEE 1547a-2014 - IEEE Standard for Interconnecting Distributed 
Resources with Electric Power Systems

SYS-TST-002 Factory Testing

SYS-TST-002-001 DERMS power apparatus shall have passed type tests to demonstrate that the equipment 
complies with physical equipment requirements.

SYS-TST-002-002 DERMS factory tests shall demonstrate proper operation of all specified DERMS functions, 
including test cases with normal and exception data. 

SYS-TST-002-003 DERMS factory tests shall simulate alarm and status-change conditions.

SYS-TST-002-004
DERMS factory tests shall demonstrate system performance. Response shall be demonstrated 
during normal activity (steady-state) and peak-loading conditions (high-activity state) by creating 
appropriate loading on the system. System performance will be determined by monitoring the 
response time, equipment utilization, and other items under these conditions. 
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SYS-TST-002-005 A minimum of 20 percent of the scheduled test time shall be set aside for unstructured 
exercising of system hardware and software.

SYS-TST-003 Head-end Testing

SYS-TST-003-001
Vendors shall provide documentation of the head-end test procedures for DERMS systems. 
This should include DMS Systems, ADMS, SCADA, and any other additional tests as specified by 
the user.

SYS-TST-004 Field Testing

SYS-TST-004-001
Vendors shall provide documentation of the field-acceptance test procedures for DERMS. This 
should include tests of individual and grouped PV-plus-storage devices, third-party aggregators, 
and other, additional field equipment as specified by user.

SYS-TST-004-002
Vendor shall provide documentation and other support for third-party field tests related to the 
controls and data interactions between DERMs and applicable DER controllers in accordance 
with IEEE 1547.1 and 1547.a.

SYS-TST-004-003
Site testing shall be performed to verify that the system has been properly installed and to 
demonstrate the proper operation of functions that could only be simulated during factory 
testing.

SYS-TST-004-004 System installation tests shall verify that the individual components of DERMS have been 
properly installed and are operating correctly as individual units. 

SYS-TST-004-005
System start-up tests shall be performed on all equipment once the DERMS has been fully 
installed. Site installation tests will be a subset of functional performance tests performed in 
the factory. Particular emphasis shall be placed on demonstrating functions that could only be 
simulated in the factory

SYS-TST-004-006 An integrated system test shall be performed to demonstrate the complete, end-to-end 
operation of the DERMS. 

SYS-TST-004-007
An availability test shall be conducted to verify DERMS ability to meet availability requirements 
following successful completion of site installation and acceptance tests. All variances against 
the system shall be resolved prior to the start of the availability test. The DERMS shall exhibit an 
availability of at least 99.9 percent over a 720-hour period, adjusting for hold time. 

SECTION 12: SYSTEM-TO-SYSTEM INTEGRATION
The SSI requirements govern the requirements related to the integration of system interfaces.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-SSI-001 Interface Technology Support

SYS-SSI-001-001 DERMS shall provide interfaces to expose the data generated by the application to external 
systems through RESTful web services. 

SYS-SSI-001-002 DERMS shall be able to consume data from external systems through RESTful web services. 

SYS-SSI-001-003 DERMS shall provide interfaces to expose the data generated by the application to external 
systems through SOAP web services. 

SYS-SSI-001-004 DERMS shall be capable to consume data from external systems through SOAP web services. 
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SYS-SSI-002 Interface with Other Utility Systems

SYS-SSI-002-001 DERMS shall be able to import data from an interconnection tool by defining data-import fields 
and mapping to a user-specified tool.

SYS-SSI-002-002 DERMS shall be able to import operational information from the existing utility DMS using an 
ICCP interface for SCADA data.

SYS-SSI-002-003 DERMS shall interface with other utility systems to acquire the “as-built” topology model. 

SYS-SSI-002-004 DERMS shall be able to coordinate with the DMS. Users will be able to define use cases and 
data integration requirements.

SECTION 13: CYBERSECURITY
The SEC requirements govern the system’s cybersecurity requirements.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-SEC-001 Supporting Access Controls

SYS-SEC-001-001 The applicable cybersecurity controls and technology shall be implmented for any protocol or 
standard being used.

SYS-SEC-001-002 DERMS shall be able to support controlled use of administrative privileges.

SYS-SEC-001-003 DERMS shall be able to support LDAP/Active Directory integration of role-based access control 
(RBAC) for users and applications.

SYS-SEC-001-004 DERMS shall have the ability to support password vaults and other automated credential 
management for service and local accounts.

SYS-SEC-001-005 DERMS shall have the ability to support multifactor authentication using secure authentication 
protocols based on open standards.

SYS-SEC-001-006 DERMS shall have the ability to support firewalls to ensure appropriate access controls.

SYS-SEC-002 Support-System Level Controls for Malware Protection

SYS-SEC-002-001 DERMS shall be able to operate anti-virus programs or applications, signature or heuristic-
based, on the system.

SYS-SEC-002-002 DERMS shall be able to operate white-listing programs or applications that enforce least-
privilege software use on the system.

SYS-SEC-003 Support-System Level Controls for Vulnerability Management

SYS-SEC-003-001 DERMS shall be able to carry out on-system integrity checks for secure software distribution.

SYS-SEC-003-002 DERMS shall be able to operate on-system scanning by an authenticated vulnerability scanner.

SYS-SEC-003-003 DERMS shall be able to support penetration testing prior to production implementation.

SYS-SEC-003-004 DERMS shall be able to support security patch management.
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SYS-SEC-004 Data Protection Services

SYS-SEC-004-001 DERMS shall be able perform data input validations.

SYS-SEC-004-002 DERMS shall be able to support encryption key management.

SYS-SEC-004-003 DERMS shall be able to support group key encryption for groups and communities of interest.

SYS-SEC-004-004 DERMS shall have the ability to prevent the use of applications with known vulnerabilities.

SYS-SEC-004-005 DERMS shall have the ability to protect against parameter manipulation.

SYS-SEC-004-006 DERMS shall have the ability to protect against injection attacks, cross-site scripting, insecure 
direct-object reference, cross-site request forgery and unvalidated redirects and forwards.

SYS-SEC-004-007 DERMS shall have the ability to ensure safeguarding of the utility’s grid and asset data through 
separation of duties and least privilege.

SYS-SEC-005 System Monitoring and Management Services

SYS-SEC-005-001 DERMS shall be able to maintain accountability for changes to log entries.

SYS-SEC-005-002 DERMS shall be able to support centralized logging of system events using standard logging 
protocols or integration with Security Information and Event Management (SEIM) systems.

SYS-SEC-005-003 DERMS shall be able to support centralized system policy management and distribution.

SYS-SEC-005-004 DERMS shall be able to monitor for anomalous data, and perform deep-packet inspection.

SYS-SEC-005-005 DERMS shall be able to adjust the the rate of system events and alarms aquisition to avoid 
system overload.

SYS-SEC-005-006 DERMS system shall be able to adjust the the display of system events and alarms via filters.

SYS-SEC-006 Managing Grid Data Integrity

SYS-SEC-006-001 DERMS shall be able to set time based on a traceable Universal Coordinated Time (UTC) source.

SYS-SEC-006-002 DERMS shall be able to present an age indicator for retrieved data samples.

SYS-SEC-006-003 DERMS shall be able to present the last known information retrieved.

SYS-SEC-006-004 DERMS shall be able to provide data-element level permissions based on role and organization.

SYS-SEC-007 Security Implementation Requirements

SYS-SEC-007-001
The vendor shall ensure all applications, utilities, system services, scripts, configuration files, 
databases, user accounts, and all other software not required for operation of the DERMS shall 
be removed prior to commissioning.

SYS-SEC-007-002 The vendor shall disable games prior to delivery.  

SYS-SEC-007-003 The vendor shall disable device drivers for devices not delivered.

SYS-SEC-007-004 The vendor shall disable servers and clients for unused internet services. 
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SYS-SEC-007-005 The vendor shall disable all software compilers except on the program development system 
(PDS).

SYS-SEC-007-006 The vendor shall remove software compilers for languages that are not used in the DERMS.

SYS-SEC-007-007 The vendor shall disable unused administrative utilities, diagnostics, network management, and 
system management functions.

SYS-SEC-007-008 The vendor shall remove back-ups of files, databases, and programs used during system 
development.

SYS-SEC-007-009 The vendor shall remove databases, configuration files, and other files used for development 
and testing.

SYS-SEC-007-010 The vendor shall remove programs and scripts used for development and testing, including 
sample programs and scripts.

SYS-SEC-007-011 The vendor shall disable Help systems not directly supporting DERMS applications.

SYS-SEC-007-012 The vendor shall document the system’s usage of open ports and services required for 
applications.

SYS-SEC-007-013 The vendor shall apply updates to the application software addressing cybersecurity at the time 
of initial system configuration. Security-related updates shall be installed and up to date.   

SYS-SEC-007-014 The vendor shall test and certify all security patches and upgrades to application software and 
ensure delivery of updates where applicable.

SYS-SEC-007-015 The DERMS system shall scan software for viruses, worms, Trojan horses, and other software 
contaminants during the factory test.  

SYS-SEC-007-016
The vendor shall insure the DERMS software does not contain embedded faults or 
unauthorized/unauthenticated back-door mechanisms that allow the software contractor or 
any other party to remotely disable some or all of the functions of the software, to affect their 
performance, or in any way to degrade its operation.

SYS-SEC-007-017
The vendor shall insure the software does not contain any malware that automatically 
disables some or all of its functions or degrades their operation on a certain date or upon the 
occurrence of a specific event.

SYS-SEC-007-018 The DERMS shall log all access attempts at the application level.  

SYS-SEC-007-019 The DERMS shall log all user actions affecting security, such as changing passwords.

SYS-SEC-007-020 The vendor shall eliminate or minimize the use of generic shared accounts to operate the 
application.  

SYS-SEC-007-021 The vendor shall rename or disable shared accounts to prevent unauthorized access. 

SYS-SEC-008 Security Standards Compliance

SYS-SEC-008-001 For any communication standard or protocol being used (such as IEEE 1815 - DNP3,) the 
associated cybersecurity controls and technologies shall be implemented.

SYS-SEC-008-002 For any data model or standard being used (such as Multispeak 3.0,) the associated 
cybersecurity controls and technologies shall be implemented.
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SYS-SEC-008-003

If applicable, DERMS shall conform to the cybersecurity standards established in:
 § IEC 62351-3—Security for any profiles including TCP/IP
 § IEC 62351-4—Security for any profiles including MMS 
 § IEC 62351-5—Security for any profiles including IEC 60870-5 (e.g., a DNP3 derivative)
 § IEC 62351-6—Security for IEC 61850 profiles
 § IEC 62351-7—Security through network and system management
 § IEC 62351-8—Role-based access control
 § IEC 62351-9—Key management

SYS-SEC-008-004 If applicable, DERMS shall comply with the cybersecurity standards established in IEEE 1686 
2013 IEEE Standard For Intelligent Electronic Devices Cyber Security Capabilities.

SYS-SEC-008-005

If applicable, DERMS shall comply with:
 § NERC CIP 003-06 - Security Management Controls
 § NERC CIP 007-6 System Security Management
 § NERC CIP 011-2 CyberSecurity Information Protection

SYS-SEC-009 Documentation of DERMS Cybersecurity Risks and Responses

SYS-SEC-009-001 DERMS provider shall provide documentation identifying applicable cybersecurity risks to 
systems, assets, data, and capabilities associated with DERMS.

SYS-SEC-009-002

DERMS provider shall provide, as applicable, documentation on the security implementation 
approach, including:

a. Controlled access
b. Personnel training
c. Data security
d. Information protection
e. System maintenance and updates
f. Technical security solution management 
g. If applicable, a description of how DERMS’ security controls support NERC CIP compliance

SYS-SEC-009-003
DERMS provider shall provide documentation regarding the systems ability to establish secure 
connections with DERs. Documentation will state which communication, and associated 
security, protocols are used in base software release.

SYS-SEC-009-004 DERMS provider shall provide documentation on the system’s ability to support encryption key 
management.

SYS-SEC-009-005

DERMS provider shall provide documentation on the DERM’s cybersecurity event detection 
processes, including:

a. Continuous monitoring to identify events and verify effectiveness
b. Anomalous activities identification

SYS-SEC-009-006 DERMS provider shall provide documentation on DERMS ability to support utility responses to 
cybersecurity events.

SYS-SEC-009-007

DERMS provider shall provide documentation on DERMS ability to support utility-restoration 
capabilities or repair and restore services impaired due to a cyber-event, including: 

a. System recovery
b. Coordination with internal and external parties 
c. System improvement post-recovery
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SECTION 14: HIGH RESILIENT DESIGN
The HRD requirements define the system resiliency requirements.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS 

SYS-HRD-001 Support a Resilient Design

SYS-HRD-001-001 DERMS shall have the ability to support multiple geographically separated data centers, e.g., 
primary and back-up, to host back-office applications. 

SYS-HRD-001-002 DERMS shall have the ability to run on virtualized hardware provided by the utility. 

SYS-HRD-001-003 DERMS shall have the ability to support local site redundancy for applications. 

SYS-HRD-001-004 DERMS shall have the ability to support local site redundancy for interface services. 

SYS-HRD-001-005 DERMS shall have the ability to automatically restart a failed application. 

SYS-HRD-001-006 DERMS shall have the ability to manually initiate migration of an application to a functioning 
server.

SYS-HRD-001-007 DERMS shall have the ability to provide alarms, events, notification of attempted application 
local migrations. 

SYS-HRD-001-008 DERMS shall have the ability to provide alarms, events, notification of attempted application site 
migrations. 

SYS-HRD-001-009 DERMS shall have the ability to provide historical trending of application migration events.

SYS-HRD-001-010 DERMS shall have the ability to provide detailed logging of application failure/degradation 
events. 

SYS-HRD-001-011 The system shall have the ability to identify and display current state of DERMS applications, for 
example: normal, degraded, down, and unavailable. 

SYS-HRD-001-012 The system shall have the ability to identify and display current state of DERMS infrastructure, 
for example: normal, degraded, down, and unavailable. 

SYS-HRD-001-013 The system shall have the ability to identify and display current state of DERMS interfaces, for 
example: normal, degraded, down, and unavailable. 

SYS-HRD-001-014 DERMS shall have the ability to identify and display current state of DER field end devices, for 
example: normal, degraded, down, and unavailable. 

SYS-HRD-001-015 DERMS shall have the ability to prioritize functions based on configurable criticality.

SYS-HRD-001-016 The system shall have the ability to stop or delay applications. 

SYS-HRD-001-017 The system shall have the ability to restore applications to a normal operating state.

SYS-HRD-001-018 DERMS shall have the ability to disable/enable all external system interfaces individually or as a 
group. 

SYS-HRD-001-019 DERMS shall have the ability to display current status/state of networking equipment and 
communication paths.
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SECTION 15: SCALABILITY
The SCL requirements define the system scalability requirements.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-SCL-001 Direct Connect DER Scalability

SYS-SCL-001-001 DERMS shall be able to support a user-defined number of direct-connect DERs (200,000, for 
example).

SYS-SCL-001-002 DERMS shall be able to support dispatch of DERs to maintain acceptable constraints every five 
minutes. 

SYS-SCL-001-003
DERMS shall be able to support simultaneous reporting by exception response from all devices 
at a rate no greater than the reconnection timer as defined in the business rules (five minutes, 
for example).

SYS-SCL-001-004 DERMS shall be able to support the synchronization of an individual DER upon restoration of 
connectivity within 30 seconds.

SYS-SCL-002 Scalability for Aggregated DERs

SYS-SCL-002-001 DERMS shall be able to support a user-defined number of aggregators simultaneously (1,000, 
for example).

SYS-SCL-002-002 DERMS shall be able to support a user-defined number of DER devices reporting through 
aggregation (1,000,000, for example).

SYS-SCL-002-003
DERMS shall be able to support synchronization of aggregation data for an aggregator within 
60 seconds of reconnection. This would require bandwidth sufficient to synchronize a user-
defined number of DER devices (1,000 for example) per 60 seconds.

SECTION 16: MAINTAINABILITY
The MNT requirements define the system maintenance requirements.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-MNT-001 Development and Quality Assurance Environments

SYS-MNT-001-001 An independent redundant Quality Assurance System (QAS) shall be provided that matches the 
production environment.

SYS-MNT-001-002 An independent Development/Unit Test System (PDS) shall be provided with all the 
functionalities of the production system.

SYS-MNT-001-003
The system shall be able to create and run a live data feed from the production system to the 
Quality Assurance System (QAS) and Program Development System (PDS) so that applications, 
patches, etc., can be tested with realistic data that is changing in near real-time.

SYS-MNT-002 System Performance and Monitoring

SYS-MNT-002-001 DERMS shall have the ability to monitor critical applications.

SYS-MNT-002-002 DERMS shall have the ability to report status of software, e.g., running or stopped.

SYS-MNT-002-003 DERMS shall have the ability to report application-based resource utilization.
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REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-MNT-002-004 DERMS shall have the ability to display software characteristics, including CPU utilization and 
memory allocation. 

SYS-MNT-002-005 DERMS shall have the ability to set software performance thresholds, for example: application x 
running 100% CPU for 10 minutes. 

SYS-MNT-002-006 DERMS shall have the ability to produce, send and manage alerts regarding software 
performance that violates thresholds. 

SYS-MNT-002-007 DERMS shall have the ability to support Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) v3.

SYS-MNT-002-008 DERMS shall have the ability to alert on communications network failure.

SYS-MNT-002-009 DERMS shall provide users with jurisdictional responsibility regarding alarms.

SYS-MNT-002-010 DERMS shall have the ability to manage message queues.

SYS-MNT-002-011 DERMS shall have the ability to display message queues.

SYS-MNT-003 Software Update Management

SYS-MNT-003-001 DERMS shall have the ability to track and report the versions of deployed software 
components. 

SYS-MNT-003-002 DERMS shall have the ability to deploy software updates to live production systems to ensure 
there is no down-time.

SYS-MNT-003-003 DERMS shall have the ability to manage roll-back of software updates ensuring no down-time.

SYS-MNT-003-004 DERMS shall have the ability to manage updates to software configurations.

SYS-MNT-004 Database Management

SYS-MNT-004-001 DERMS shall have the ability to support batch device updates in the system.

SYS-MNT-004-002 DERMS shall have the ability to support multiple database edits at the same time.

SYS-MNT-004-003 DERMS shall have the ability to roll-back database edits. 

SYS-MNT-004-004 DERMS shall have the ability to support device type templates to be used for device adds to the 
database. 

SYS-MNT-004-005 DERMS shall have the ability to back-up current data.

SYS-MNT-004-006 DERMS shall have the ability to load data from previously created back-ups.

SYS-MNT-004-007 DERMS shall have the ability to archive historical data.

SYS-MNT-004-008 DERMS shall have the ability to update master data that takes effect immediately while online 
without requiring application or system restarts or failovers. 

SYS-MNT-004-009
DERMS shall have the ability to automatically import the Grid Topological Network Model and 
rebuild DERMS internal running configuration on the fly without requiring complete application 
restarts or failovers. 

SYS-MNT-004-010 DERMS shall have the ability to mirror data between various environments.
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REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-MNT-005 Configuration of User Roles and Responsibilities

SYS-MNT-005-001 DERMS shall be able to configure visibility of data by user groups.

SYS-MNT-005-002 DERMS shall be able to configure visibility of data by user roles.

SYS-MNT-005-003 DERMS shall be able to configure visibility of data by user.

SYS-MNT-005-004 DERMS shall be able to configure update of data by user groups.

SYS-MNT-005-005 DERMS shall be able to configure update of data by user roles.

SYS-MNT-005-006 DERMS shall be able to configure update of data by user.

SYS-MNT-005-007 DERMS shall be able to configure control of devices by user groups.

SYS-MNT-005-008 DERMS shall be able to configure control of devices by user roles.

SYS-MNT-005-009 DERMS shall be able to configure control of devices by user.

SECTION 17: COMMON INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY SERVICES
The CIT requirements define system IT specifications, operations and maintenance requirements.

REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-CIT-001 Access Control and Account Management

SYS-CIT-001-001 DERMS shall be able to support Microsoft Active Directory/Domain Controllers Windows 2012 
R2 or higher.

SYS-CIT-001-002 DERMS shall have the ability to support Microsoft Active Directory/Domain Controllers Windows 
2016 version or higher.

SYS-CIT-001-003 DERMS shall have the ability to utilize secure single sign-on for authentication via System 
Security Services Daemon (SSSD) for Linux based systems.

SYS-CIT-001-004 DERMS shall have the ability to support two-factor authentication.

SYS-CIT-001-005 DERMS shall support password vault service for shared accounts.

SYS-CIT-001-006

If applicable, DERMS shall conform to the access standards established in:
a. IEC 62443-2-1:2010—Industrial communication networks - Network and system security - 

Part 2-1: Establishing an industrial automation and control system security program
b. IEC 62351-7—Security through network and system management
c. IEC 62351-8—Role-based access control

SYS-CIT-002 Patch and Configuration Management

SYS-CIT-002-001 DERMS shall be able to use SCCM patch/configuration management for Windows platforms.

SYS-CIT-002-002 DERMS shall support all Linux distribution patching and provisioning.
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REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-CIT-003 Event Monitoring and Reporting

SYS-CIT-003-001 DERMS shall be able to support SyslogNG. In the future, messages will be forwarded to Splunk.

SYS-CIT-004 Malware Protection and Anti-virus

SYS-CIT-004-001 DERMS shall be able to support antivirus and white-listing software.

SYS-CIT-005 Network Services

SYS-CIT-005-001 DERMS shall be able to support Infobox Appliances.

SYS-CIT-005-002 DERMS shall support Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), which will provide dynamic 
IP address provisioning for IPV6 addresses.

SYS-CIT-005-003 DERMS shall support Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP), which will provide dynamic 
IP address provisioning for IPV4 addresses

SYS-CIT-006 Time Protocols

SYS-CIT-006-001 DERMS shall have the ability to support Network Time Protocol (NTP).

SYS-CIT-006-002 DERMS shall have the ability to support Precision Time Protocol (PTP) if an application 
requires it.

SYS-CIT-006-003 DERMS shall have the ability to support GPS time services at distributed locations.

SYS-CIT-006-004 DERMS shall have the ability to support Field Area Network (FAN) +/- millisecond time fidelity 
requirements.

SYS-CIT-007 Back-up

SYS-CIT-007-001 DERMS shall be able to support data storage managers to back-up application data.

SYS-CIT-008 Vulnerability Scanning

SYS-CIT-008-001 DERMS shall be able to support vulnerability scanning software.

SYS-CIT-009 SMTP Mail Relay

SYS-CIT-009-001 DERMS shall be able to support Linux distribution server that uses SMTP relay to the corporate 
SMTP gateway, SMTP.UTILITYXYZ.COM for purposes of providing notifications and alerts.

SYS-CIT-010 Storage Utilization and Reporting

SYS-CIT-010-001 DERMS shall be able to support virtualization of storage utilization and report applications.

SYS-CIT-011 Network Analytics and Visualization

SYS-CIT-011-001 DERMS shall be able to support topology visualization tools.

SYS-CIT-012 Boundary Defense and Management

SYS-CIT-012-001 DERMS shall have the ability to support firewalls.
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REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-CIT-013 Database

SYS-CIT-013-001 DERMS shall be able to resize application parameters, such as maximum database size, without 
recompiling the application.

SYS-CIT-014 Performance

SYS-CIT-014-001 DERMS shall be able to support 99.9 percent system availability.

SYS-CIT-014-002 In the event of a geographic site failure, DERMS shall be able to recover all applications within 
20 seconds.

SYS-CIT-014-003 DERMS shall maintain data synchronization across geographic sites in real-time.

SYS-CIT-015 Development and Quality Assurance Environments

SYS-CIT-015-001 An independent redundant Quality Assurance System (QAS) that matches the production 
environment shall be provided.

SYS-CIT-015-002 An independent development/unit test system (PDS) shall be provided with all the 
functionalities of the production system.

SYS-CIT-015-003
The system shall be able to obtain a live data feed from the production system to the Quality 
Assurance System (QAS) and Program Development System (PDS) so that applications, patches, 
etc., can be tested with realistic data that is changing in near real-time.

SYS-CIT-016 System Performance and Monitoring

SYS-CIT-016-001 DERMS shall have the ability to monitor critical applications.

SYS-CIT-016-002 DERMS shall be able to report status of software, e.g., running, stopped.

SYS-CIT-016-003 DERMS shall be able to report application-based resource utilization.

SYS-CIT-016-004 DERMS shall be able to display software characteristics, including cup utilization and memory 
allocation.

SYS-CIT-016-005 DERMS shall be able to set software-performance thresholds, for example: “Application x 
running 100% CPU for 10 minutes.”

SYS-CIT-016-006 DERMS shall be able to alert on software performance that violates thresholds.

SYS-CIT-016-007 DERMS shall be able to support Simple Network Management Protocol (SNMP) v3.

SYS-CIT-016-008 DERMS shall be able to alert on communications network failure.

SYS-CIT-016-009 DERMS shall provide users jurisdictional responsibility with regard to alarms.

SYS-CIT-016-010 DERMS shall have the ability to manage message queues.

SYS-CIT-016-011 DERMS shall have the ability to display message queues.

SYS-CIT-017 Software Update Management

SYS-CIT-017-001 DERMS shall be able to track and report the versions of deployed software components.
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REQUIREMENT ID REQUIREMENTS

SYS-CIT-017-002 DERMS shall be able to deploy software updates to live production systems to ensure no 
down-time.

SYS-CIT-017-003 DERMS shall be able to manage roll-back of software updates to ensure no down-time.

SYS-CIT-017-004 DERMS shall have the ability to manage updates to software configurations.

SYS-CIT-018 Database Management

SYS-CIT-018-001 DERMS shall be able to support batch device updates in the system.

SYS-CIT-018-002 DERMS shall be able to support multiple database edits at the same time.

SYS-CIT-018-003 DERMS shall be able to roll-back database edits.

SYS-CIT-018-004 DERMS shall be able to support device type templates to be used for device adds to the 
database.

SYS-CIT-018-005 DERMS shall have the ability to back-up current data.

SYS-CIT-018-006 DERMS shall be able to load data from previously created backups.

SYS-CIT-018-007 DERMS shall have the ability to archive historical data.

SYS-CIT-018-008 DERMS shall have the ability to update master data that takes effect immediately while online 
without requiring application or system restarts or failovers.

SYS-CIT-018-009 DERMS shall be able to mirror data between various environments.

SYS-CIT-019 Configuration of User Roles and Responsibilities

SYS-CIT-019-001 DERMS shall be able to configure visibility of data by user groups.

SYS-CIT-019-002 DERMS shall be able to configure visibility of data by user roles.

SYS-CIT-019-003 DERMS shall be able to configure visibility of data by user.

SYS-CIT-019-004 DERMS shall be able to configure update of data by user groups.

SYS-CIT-019-005 DERMS shall be able to configure update of data by user roles.

SYS-CIT-019-006 DERMS shall be able to configure update of data by user.

SYS-CIT-019-007 DERMS shall be able to configure control of devices by user groups.

SYS-CIT-019-008 DERMS shall be able to configure control of devices by user roles.

SYS-CIT-019-009 DERMS shall be able to configure control of devices by user.
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